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Veldrijde or Die
According to the inflight monitor, I was somewhere over
Missouri en route to Newark. In October, the squares of
land far below had been green. Now, they were white. It was
the seventh time in three months that I’d flown over this
bit of country. For some reason this year, I pretended to be
a bike racer in addition to my other obligations—magazine
deadlines, house chores and petting Mr. Kit E. Cat. It was the
middle of winter, and I was headed to New England to ride
my bicycle.
“Why the fack are you going to ride your bike in Hartford in
January?” My father asked when I told him my travel plans
“That’s where they scheduled Cyclocross Nationals.” I
responded.
“Why the fack would they schedule a bike race in Hartford in
January?”
His line of questioning was logical, at least for a reasonable
human being. Lycra and snow, mud and freezing
temperatures, tachycardia and crossed eyes—those aren’t
conventionally appealing combinations. My father’s
bewilderment added up, but when it comes to ‘cross, the
muddier the merrier, the nastier the better. Cyclocross is
the Anglicized version of veldrijden, the more literal Dutch/
Flemish term for riding the fields. The sport evolved from
those pastoral beginnings in Belgium, The Netherlands
and France, yet the spirit and tradition remained. People
took parks, pastures, beaches, bogs, really any undulating or
treacherous open space, plopped some stakes in the ground,
taped them together and sent eager folks loose to race around
the circuit. Riders would veldrijde through the cold, dark
European winters, maintaining their fitness for the warmer
months and longer rides of summer. It was a way to endure
the long winters until the mud dried, the roads cleared and
the sun shone for those long, pleasant road miles.

Andrew Juiliano

The popularity of veldrijden has spread across the pond, and it’s
no longer just the Northern Europeans with hard-to-pronounce
names playing in the mud. The bug has bitten Americans across
the cycling spectrum, from roadies to mountain bikers and the
serious to the strange. ‘Cross is now big time in the US cycling
scene, and this month we reflect on the American cyclocross
season. It’s not just race recaps—instead we’ve collected stories
from around the US ‘cross community. We examine the builders
staking out the courses, the scantly clad debauchery of SSCXWC
and the regions of the country that continue to foster the
domestic scene.
With the numbers unpinned and the last bike pressure washed,
it’s time to sit back and reflect. The cyclocross season officially
ended in February, and it will be a full six months until the
races resume. The chirping birds of spring and the long rides
of summer will be a long bleak stretch for those who truly love
‘cross. They’ll pedal through the fields in their short sleeve jerseys
longing for the coziness of a thermal skinsuit and that tingle of
embrocation. They’ll stare at the summer forecast, sunny and 85,
longing for those colder, wetter times. Their reflections of seasons
past, and the anticipation of the coming races will get them
through the dreadfully pleasant weather.
Two days after Nationals, I was back in Newark for another
flight. No frozen cornfields out the window this time—I was
staring down at the Atlantic Ocean. Though the ‘cross season
had ended in America, there were plenty of muddy fields to
ride in Europe. Why did I extend the travel? Why push the
deadlines? Why leave the laundry unfolded and Mr. Kit E. Cat
un-pet? I needed a few more memories to get me through the
summer, and I heard European winters were almost as pleasant
as Hartford in January.
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CONCEPT
The combination
of pure power
and speed

colnago.com

On The Cover
Sublime absurdity has built a cult following for the Single
Speed Cyclocross World Championships. Each edition draws
an increasingly raucous crowd which this year included
strippers (not pictured), clowns on spin bikes, and international
‘cross legends. A newly retired Sven Nys, the most celebrated
athlete in the history of the sport, came to Portland, Oregon,
to duke it out with Adam Craig, the defending, defending,
defending champ. The Pacific Northwest promoters ensured
that the event remained a race, avoiding the lawlessness that
defined the previous edition. Chaos still ensued, it was just
(semi) controlled chaos that (mostly) stayed beyond the tape.
The full report from Kruger Farm appears on page 54.
Photo Courtesy Trek Bicycles
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700x23c // 250g
700x25c // 260g

700x32c // 390g
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27.5x2.00 // 610g

#maxxistires // maxxis.com

CO N TR I BU T ORS M ARC H 2 0 1 7
MEGM C MAHON
Meg McMahon is freelance photographer based in
Providence, Rhode Island. She focuses mainly on
cycling and the culture that surrounds it. For the last
two cyclocross seasons, she has been on the road with
Raleigh-Clement, shooting racing and capturing behind
the scenes moments. Meg shot a variety of photos for
articles throughout the issue, including the story of the
Cyclesmart International, which starts on page 62.

WILMATTHEWS
Photographer Wil Matthews covers (and participates
in) all types of cycling, but in the fall and winter it’s all
UCI cyclocross for Cannondale p/b Cyclocrossworld.com
and SRAM. In the warmer months, he can be found on
the NorCal Sierra trails and lakes, cutting work. Look
him up on Instagram via @photowil. Wil photographed
some of the portraits for the Course Creators feature,
which starts on page 16.

SCOTTSAIFER
Scott Saifer is based in Northern California, and he
is the head coach and lead physiologist at Wenzel
Coaching. He has a Master’s Degree in Kinesiology
with focuses on exercise physiology, sports psychology
and nutrition. Scott wrote an article about the healthy
way to cut muscle weight. The story starts on page 72.

ALLYSTACHER
Ally Stacher is a former professional road cyclist and a
temporarily retired professional cyclocross racer. She
lives in the mountains of North Carolina where she
co-owns and operates her namesake company, Ally’s
Bar. Ally interviewed rising cyclocross star Rebecca
Fahringer, and the story starts on page 48.
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Amanda Miller
TEAM: Boulder Cyclesport p/b YogaGlo
RANK: 4
RESIDES: Fort Collins, Colorado

Tobin Ortenblad
TEAM: Santa Cruz Factory Racing
RANK: 2
RESIDES: Santa Cruz, California

Jamey Driscoll
TEAM: Raleigh / Clement
RANK: 5
RESIDES: Park City, Utah

Katie Compton
TEAM: KFC Racing p/b Trek Panache
RANK: 1
RESIDES: Colorado Springs, Colorado

Kerry Werner
TEAM: Kona
RANK: 4
RESIDES: Birdsboro, Pennsylvania

Mapp

Pro CX FINA
TOP FIV

ped Out

AL STANDINGS
VE MEN AND WOMEN

Curtis White
TEAM: Cannondale p/b
Cyclocrossworld.com
RANK: 3
RESIDES: Delanson, New York

Stephen Hyde
TEAM: Cannondale p/b
Cyclocrossworld.com
RANK: 1
RESIDES: Easthampton, Massachusetts

Emma White
TEAM: Cannondale p/b
Cyclocrossworld.com
RANK: 2
RESIDES: Delanson, New York

Crystal Anthony
TEAM: Maxxis / Shimano
RANK: 3
RESIDES: Danvers, Massachusetts

Rebecca Fahringer
TEAM: Amy D. Racing
RANK: 5
RESIDES: Concord, New Hampshire

Inside the Minds of
America’s Finest
Cyclocross Course Creators
Interviews by Andrew Juiliano

Charm City course
sketches by Jay Lazar

Age: 42
Currently Resides: Garland, Texas
Day Job: Chief IT Wizard at
Richardson Bike Mart

Photo by Bo Bickerstaff

UCI World Cup #1
Desert Breeze Soccer Complex
Las Vegas, Nevada
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storck-world.com

WHAT’S YOU BACKGROUND IN
CYCLING?
I got my start as a shop kid working for a local
bike shop and did that part time while I was in
high school. I stepped away from it after college
and was working at a real job in the real world
and everything. I came back a while ago stepping
in as a consultant for computer networking at
Richardson Bike Mart. We have three stores. It’s
a 34,000-square-foot bike store. It’s huge. Just in
this one store, which is the main store, we run 34
computers. I maintain the Internet connections
between the other two stores, the database
servers and of course the accounting system and
everything. It’s not a normal kind of position
for a normal kind of bike shop. There’s probably
only like 10 stores in the country that could use
someone like me in a semi-full time basis. I have
a lot of love and passion for the industry and the
folks that come along with it, so I stuck around.
I used to race bikes through high school, through
college and after college for a little while. I was
travelling too much with my first job out of
college and of course I was newly married as
well. I’m a pretty competitive person as well, so I
gave up cycling instead of being frustrated at the
lack of training and ability to compete at a high
level. With working and travelling and having
kids, I got really fat, and of course my wife is still
working, running marathons and riding bikes.
She hasn’t gained five pounds from the day I
married her [laughs]! One day, I went to the
doctor, and he told me I had high cholesterol.
Both my grandfathers died from heart attacks. He
said given my family history, I probably needed to
take care of this cholesterol issue with medication,
or I could just exercise and eat right and take care
of it just fine [laughs]. I also had some markers in
a blood test that suggested I was heading towards
diabetes so I said, “Yeah I don’t want to do that!”
So I just started riding my bike again!
I stumbled into a local week night ‘cross race that
was a mile and a half from my house and thought
to myself, “Okay I’m going to do that next year.”
That was 2011. I did a few of them and thought,
“Gosh this could be better.” I had promoted some
races when I was in college and a couple of large
crit races in Austin back in the day. I was already
in the mentality of not complaining and just
offering a solution. I threw my hat in it and just
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said, “Hey let’s see what it takes to build one of
these ‘cross courses!” I quickly became humbled
and felt like I was a failure at that event. I was
determined to do a better job the next year.
WHAT WAS THAT FIRST RACE?
Oddly enough it was a combined weekend event
in 2012, and one of the days was actually in
Garland [Texas] where the current UCI weekend
is held. That’s also the time I learned that you
don’t set up two courses with one set of stakes
in two different venues on back-to-back days
[laughs]! I was in Garland in that park at four in
the morning setting stakes and taping by myself
on a cold night with one light tower.

HOW MAY COURSES DO YOU THINK
YOU’VE BUILT SINCE THEN?
Gosh I don’t know! I did weeknight races too. We
averaged eight races a season and four seasons, so
that’s 32 right there. In total, 60 plus probably.
WHAT’S YOUR PROCESS FOR
DESIGNING AND BUILDING A COURSE?
I like to walk the terrain in the morning or at dusk
because in the setting or rising sun you can usually
see the contours of the hillside better than with
bright midday sun. In Texas everything is actually
pretty flat so we have to seek out the changes in
topography. Walking it kind of gives you a feel for
the land and how it flows, but also gives you an

A pulled back view of the
CrossVegas bowl. Jonathan Devich.

like to cut the course into 45-second segments.
It’s 45 seconds of pain maybe followed by some
[recovery or a technical section].
I was paying more attention to some of the World
Cups from Europe and stuff and looking at how
they do some of this stuff, and they aren’t doing
that choppy stuff that we have done in the past,
so lets pull that out. To me it was kind of like I
would be insulted if there was a pack of five or six
riders riding together, but that’s not a bad thing,
because we want this to be as much of a spectator
sport as it is a challenge to the actual participants.
YOU TOOK OVER THE COURSE DESIGN
AT CROSSVEGAS AND MADE SOME
CHANGES THAT RACERS SAID MADE
IT MORE CHALLENGING. WOULD YOU
SAY THAT UPHILL SAND PIT WAS THE
DEFINING FEATURE OF THAT COURSE?
I don’t think it was the defining feature, but
it was one of them. I think the other part was
the stairs at the bottom of the long hill climb.
Between me and my crew, we were calling that
Taint Punch Hill [laughs], and looking back at
the video guys were crawling at the top of it,
other than the first five or six guys on course,
everyone was going kind of slow.

idea of where the rutted out or really bumpy areas
are because everybody likes to be a critic [laughs].
I want to make my courses challenging, but I
want to avoid extra bumpy segments. Sometimes
I spray paint little dots on the ground and then I
can ride it with my bike and say, “okay that feels
good.” Then I can hit it with some speed and see
if it’s challenging. I’ll make riders carry a lot of
speed into something, make them scrub it and
then turn a little more and have to think about
carrying that power out of the corner. I usually get
that from riding after walking the space. Oddly
enough I don’t usually get the time to ride my
courses. Someone asked me, “How do you think
you could improve your courses?”

I said, “I could race them!” If I could race
them I’d probably get a better feel for it. By
no means am I a pro, but it would be nice
to see what someone with my minimalist
handling skills could do.
WHAT DO YOU THINK MAKES A GOOD
‘CROSS COURSE?
I’ve got to give credit to one of the guys I
learned a lot of stuff from who was a former pro
from our area, Bryan Fowley. He has as much
passion for the sport as I do. He wasn’t so much
teaching me, but just telling me how to create
race courses and what not. I took that kind of
knowledge and just put my own spin on it. I

THERE WAS SOME CARNAGE IN THAT
RACE! PEOPLE BLOWING UP OFF THE
BACK IN THE MEN’S AND WOMEN’S
RACES. IT WAS THRILLING TO WATCH
AS A SPECTATOR FROM THE AREA
WITH THE SANDPIT.
Watching the last two years, most people were
standing on the hillside looking down into
the bowl, especially because of where one of
the TVs was situated. I thought that with [the
more condensed course layout] you could stand
up at the top or be down kind of in the middle
away from the Raleigh ramp and you could see
everything. Because of the way it’s built, it’s a
two-step bowl from the lowest possible part. It
was another one of those courses where I didn’t
have my bike with me so I didn’t get to ride
it, but watching how the racers were carving
some of those lines, there’s probably about
four corners I would change for next year, if I
have the opportunity again. I think the course
needed a little more technicality to it.

IN TERMS OF MAKING THE CORNERS
TIGHTER OR JUST MAKING THEM
HARDER TO RIDE?
Harder to ride. They were carrying quite a bit of
speed in some of the stuff, so I want to challenge
them a little bit more.
WHAT’S YOUR FAVORITE
COURSE DOMESTICALLY AND
INTERNATIONALLY?
Internationally, Hoogerheide seems pretty
interesting to me, at least in the years I’ve
watched it, and then probably Namur is one
of the other ones. The off-camber stuff just
looks rad. Zolder looks cool too. I’d love to
see that. My wife and I cashed in our miles
and some of our points so we are going to
get to see them ride this year and we’ll be
able to see Hoogerheide and [the World
Championships in] Luxembourg as well. I’m
pretty excited.
I told both Brooke Watts [CrossVegas promoter]
and Richard Fries [KMC Cross Fest promoter]
I’m not the type of fan boy that will say, “Hey get
me in behind the scenes,” but I do actually want
to meet some of these course people and ask them
some questions and stuff. I don’t need to be the
fan boy for the racer part of it or with the racers
or teams or anything, but I do want to meet the
actual course people, the guys who are like me
who are pounding stakes into the ground, you
know? I want to talk to them.
DO YOU HAVE A FAVORITE DOMESTIC
COURSE?
You know of the ones that I’ve seen, and as far as
a venue goes, I’d say Patrick Goguen’s set up at
Providence two years ago was probably one of my
favorites. That’s a pretty bright guy right there.
WHAT ARE SOME OF THE UNIQUE
REGIONAL CONSIDERATIONS IN
TEXAS AND LAS VEGAS WHEN YOU’RE
BUILDING COURSES?
I guess in Texas I kind of consider the weather.
In the early part of the season you can be
flirting with 90 degrees, so I take the amount
of segments of maximum effort per lap and
bring that down so that way these people
aren’t killing themselves. Nobody wants to
pay 30 bucks to get their teeth kicked in
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constantly. Then they’ll just go ride gravel
bikes or something [laughs].

of the drainage opening—I wanted those to be
the deciding factors of how things would happen.

As far as CrossVegas, I wanted the spectators
to feel like they were involved in the race,
and I wanted it as difficult and challenging as
possible for the racers. I didn’t want to make it
feel like they were playing team tactics to try
and split the field. I can only guess that if the
race was easier then they would have a group
of 15 dudes all riding together, and I didn’t
want that to determine the outcome.

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT PROONLY SECTIONS ON COURSES?
I think it’s a waste. Yeah, I mean especially in the
US. In my case I think it is. In the US it’s different
for us because as promoters and race directors
we have to have those amateur ranks racing in
order to put on those pro races. So part of that
marketing sell, which I’m horrible at, is, “Look
you get to race the same course that they do, so
come out and ride it.”

NOBODY WATCHES ‘CROSS TO WATCH
TEAM TACTICS!
Yeah, exactly. You want the guy with the greatest
amount of skill to win, in my opinion.
SO THAT WAS ALSO A GOAL WHEN YOU
DESIGNED CROSSVEGAS?
I think personally we achieved one of the goals
for sure and that was spectator involvement.
By bringing it all down into the bowl with that
one last corner and that set of stairs before the
finish. My outline for that actually had a different
approach angle, which I don’t think they would
have ridden since they were so close at the finish.
When we laid it out and set it out, Brook was like,
“I think that’s too hard,” and I was like, “There’s
no such thing” [Laughs]. These are world-class
racers. I really wanted to see like a 50/50 shot
where 50 percent of the riders dismounted and
the rest rode it, which is exactly what happened.
THOSE FEATURES TO RACE FOR
BEFORE THE FINISH LINE ADD
EXCITEMENT. IF YOU HAVE A COUPLE
OF DIFFERENT ZONES AND THEY ARE
GOING TO RACE FOR THOSE, THEN
ALL OF A SUDDEN YOU HAVE SO MUCH
MORE ACTION PRIOR TO THE FINISH.
That was the case for sure especially in the
women’s race. They were dicing it out, and they
came through the pit, and then they had to go
over that flyover. Sophie [De Boer] had kind of
dangled off the back a little bit, and then she came
back on the last lap and hit it really hard. They
went three across over the top of that flyover. They
knew the first one to the stairs was going to win
the race. At least in the women’s race, I think that
was the deciding factor. I wanted those sets of
stairs and the stairs on the backside at the bottom

I tried it a little bit this year and I’m going to do
it more next year, to bring the pros out early on
the pre-ride day and ride the course with our local
guys and tell them, “Here’s how you approach this
corner, and here’s what I’m going to do tomorrow
on the race or whatever.” If you make a pro-only
section, it basically tells the local competitors, “
You aren’t good enough to race that and we don’t
trust you to race that.” Instead, I think, “Yeah put
it in there and make it challenging for them!”
I want to inflict some pain in a few sections and
take you to 110 percent or whatever your max
is, but I don’t want you destroying equipment. I
want the course to destroy you, but I don’t want
the course to destroy your equipment. I feel like
we can still make the courses difficult enough that
the pros don’t feel like they are racing a dumbed
down course.
The CrossVegas sandpit.
Jonathan Devich

Age: 31
Currently Resides: Hopedale, Massachusetts
Day Job: Real Estate Property Management

Photo by Wil Matthews

UCI C1/C2 Weekend
Thompson Motor Speedway
Thompson, Connecticut
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SCHWALBE

X-ONE ALLROUND

Lungs burning, legs throbbing, ﬁngers tingling, your senses
heightened with every pedal stroke. Some call it suffering, you call it
liberating. You don’t ride because you have to, you ride because you
love to. Suffer-less.
GO TUBELESS: LESS WEIGHT. LESS FLATS. LESS PAIN.

SCHWALBE X-ONE ALLROUND: 33-622 (370G)

WHAT’S YOUR BACKGROUND IN
CYCLING, CYCLOCROSS, AND COURSE
DESIGN?
I started riding when I was like 15 or 14. I
got an old 10-speed bike for my birthday, and
my dad used to race this local unsanctioned
training race on the weekend. He didn’t have
time to train with work, so he would just do
that little twelve mile crit. He could have fun
without being in shape. We would go and
watch him after church and stuff and that was
cool. Then I got a bike, that 10-speed, and I
ended up saving up buying my own real bike
that summer and started riding and racing
with my dad at this training race. We joined
a local New England bike club and then from
there I raced and struggled through juniors. All
my brothers followed suit and they had a big
advantage over me since they started at 10-years
old instead of 15. I ended up slowly moving up
through the ranks and fighting through each
category in the road scene, and I started ‘cross
like two years after road when I was seventeen.
I ended up Cat One on the road when I was
25—I was Cat Two for like ever. That was
kind of when work was really picking up and I
couldn’t train as much.
I stopped racing ‘cross as much and more
supported my family’s team [Race CF] because
we started a team to raise awareness for cystic
fibrosis, which two of my brother’s have. I’ve
supported the team the last five years or so, and
that is also when I got more involved with the
‘cross festival in Providence [Rhode Island].
Before that, I just made courses in our backyard
and in the woods. I helped out with some local
training ‘cross races making courses and trying
to make things more interesting and difficult.
HOW DID RACING INFLUENCE YOUR
COURSE DESIGN?
When I did race ‘cross, some of the things
that were most fun for me were the things that
were not quite rideable or where only a few
people could ride. Also I liked having lots of
different line options. For me, it was so much
fun to be able to outwit my competition by
taking a better line or figuring out how to
ride something that other people couldn’t or
choosing to run something that everybody was
riding. I kind of bring that into my design by
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trying to make a course that really makes you
think. I started with KMC, or it wasn’t KMC
back then but Providence Cyclocross Festival,
five or six years ago. Then, they brought me
on staff and I took over with Tom Stevenson
to design. The last couple of years, my brother
Manny has been kind of taking over for me as
I’ve moved up to more of a program director
for the event.
WHAT WAS YOUR GOAL WHEN YOU
DESIGNED THE KMC 'CROSS FEST
COURSE?
We put a lot of thought into making it in a
way that keeps the racing the most exciting

for spectators. We always try to have it be
really close pack racing, where a mistake can
mean a lot and anyone can be leading. We try
to have it be fast and flowy and fun where the
first half of the race is close, and then there
is usually some technical aspect that ends
up being the real key feature. Once you get
a little tired and don’t ride things just right,
that’s it. We’re always trying to push the
limit and make something that riders haven’t
seen before on a ‘cross course. We want to
challenge them and make them think and
maybe scare them. We had some success this
year at KMC with the sand trap hill.

The sand trap run up on day two
of the KMC ‘Cross Fest. The course
on day one tackled the same section
but in the opposite direction. Riders
ran the section to the right before
dropping down the treacherous
chute. Photo by Meg McMahon

WHAT’S YOUR COURSE BUILDING
PHILOSOPHY?
I see different features that are really great around
the country and in Europe, and I want to add to
those and improve upon them and make them
more extreme. The track [at Thompson] is really
receptive to that and I feel like I finally have a
place that, we can really do what we’ve dreamed
of doing for courses and take it to the next level.
Not just trying to be the most European, but be
what American ‘cross should be. I want to make
American ‘cross, and I want it to be beyond and
different than what they have in Europe. I feel
like a lot of people are trying to be the most Euro
course, but I want to make it American and

extreme in our own way. We have the X-Games
and everything else, and they’ve got a tradition
and stuff there. I think there is room to make
‘cross our own a bit through the features and stuff.
I don’t try to make it as European as possible.
I want to go beyond that. They did something
that was cool and now we need to do something
cooler. Why just copy them?
WHEN YOU SAY EUROPEAN WHAT DO
YOU MEAN?
I think it’s a common thing that people
say to mean “hard” and “pro.” Typically,
a lot of the American courses are much
mellower than the World Cup courses you

see in Europe. A lot of it has to do with
the weather. They have so much mud all
the time. Also the competition is so much
better there. Their courses are harder, their
off cambers are bigger, especially their drops.
They go down stuff, like that sand hill we
had in there, that’s nothing over there. I
guess that’s what I mean—more extreme,
more intense, bigger drops, more sand and
a level of difficulty that’s beyond most of
the American courses. I want to do all that
but I don’t want to emulate what they do
in Europe. I want to do it beyond that and
come up with our own stuff.
WHAT ARE YOU THINKING OF IN
TERMS OF NEW THINGS?
I’ve seen in the mountain bike scene and
downhill where they build these big wooden
banks and stuff. In CrossVegas they tried to
do this little wooden velodrome thing that
frankly was kind of stupid and pointless, but
I like what they’re doing. They’re introducing
something that is different from Europe
and something that we could do. Like we
built the jump in Providence, which again
was stupid and didn’t bring anything to the
course, but it brought huge entertainment
value to the beer tent. You could hear cheers
across the whole thing when the guys in the
back were just having some fun. American
'cross could involve building features out of
wood, making drops, banks and fast stuff like
that. Making twists and chicanes that give
skilled riders different options and passing
lines that will be really fun and high speed.
That’s something that I envision as part of
American ‘cross. That bigger, faster X-Games
type of feel that will be appealing to the
American audience and not just the fans that
are there to cheer for the lead rider. It’s cool
to have stuff like that where you cans see a
cool pass back in 40th or 45th.
YOU BASICALLY WANT TO BRING
MORE OF AN ENTERTAINMENT
FACTOR TO AN AUDIENCE THAT
MAY NOT APPRECIATE THE SPORT
BECAUSE THEY UNDERSTAND IT,
BUT BECAUSE IT’S FUN TO WATCH?
Right because it will never go anywhere if
we don’t. The competition is too high here.

We’ve got a million things a minute on our
mobile devices and hobbies and sports and
F1 and Go-Kart racing and paintball. There
is so much to do, and Americans always like
new stuff. We really need to be smart. That’s
why I hate when people say, “Make it more
European.” A lot of people who love the sport
and watch the European races love the idea.
This isn’t Europe. We can’t just go out and
make a European course that only the pros can
ride and then go bankrupt because our money
is mostly from amateur racers.
If we can make things that amateurs can have
a ton of fun on and are jut as challenging to
pros, like optional lines, that would be great.
The drops are a big thing where we have pro
only sections, but we could do a lot more with
them. Like drop when you want to and if you
drop in early, it’s going to be really steep and
hard, but it’s going to be the faster line, sort
of those A or B lines. If you get amateurs that
want to race the pro course they can do it, but
also they don’t feel like they are risking their
life. It’s keeping the whole spectrum of ability
in mind since amateur racing is so critically
important to American ‘cross. By no means
should we dumb down the course for that, but
we need to just be smart about it and keep it
in mind.
ARE YOU ENVISIONING HAVING
A PRO LINE AND AMATEUR LINE
COMBINED INTO ONE? IS THAT A
BETTER SOLUTION THAN A PRO
ONLY SECTION?
Yes. I think both. There is an appeal to pro
only sections and there is a lot you can do
with pro only sections. You get entertainment
value there. I think that having one or two
pro-only sections combined with alternative
amateur lines on the rest of the course is what
I would like to see being done. It takes a lot
of thought, planning and judgment of what
people can ride. I took out the twelve year old
girls and my brothers that are racing the pro
race and had them ride things at KMC, and I
saw how riders of different levels think of the
lines. If you mix it all together I think there is
so much you can offer on a ‘cross course that
isn’t being offered now.
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DO YOU THINK THAT COURSES
IN GENERAL ARE CHALLENGING
ENOUGH IN THE US?
I don’t. You do hear a lot of people say that,
especially the pros. In the last few years
it’s been a theme that they want things
harder and more Euro. I think that a lot of
designers have listened and we’ve gotten a
lot more legit courses, which I’m encouraged
to see. It is changing, but in general we still
have some total grass crits, like Vegas. Even
some of our more famous races in New
England are just not challenging enough to
maximize what the sport has to offer really.
I think it’s a shame really. There is so much
more we could do with the sport. I like
seeing the direction it’s going and I want to
see the creativity grow.
WHAT’S YOUR FAVORITE COURSE
DOMESTICALLY?
The Pan Am course is really cool. The World
Championship one too in Louisville. My
brother said it was really fun, and my dad said
it was hard to walk in some sections. Ashville
Nationals last year had some really cool stuff.
The venue was great and the course was
definitely one of the better courses I’ve seen
in the country. I haven’t been to Iowa were
the World Cup course was. I’ve heard it was
awesome, but again I haven’t seen it.
I know the New England courses better.
NBX, which is in Rhode Island, every year is
another UCI C2 weekend. It has these beaches
and those are awesome. I think that they are
vastly underused. That’s another thing that
I would like to see—people making courses
unique. Like you have Koksijde in Belgium,
and it’s all sand, and it’s awesome and that’s
what it’s known for. Like if you’ve got a huge
beach, be known as the beach. I think it’s cool,
and I think there is a lot of copying where
every course is the same kind of thing, but I
would like to see us get away from that and be
unique if you can.
IS KOKSIJDE YOUR FAVORITE
INTERNATIONAL OR EURO COURSE?
No. I mean, I don’t know if I can say that
I have a favorite because I’ve only seen
them on TV, so I don’t think that it’s fair.

In Zolder, it’s more like the competition
makes it awesome. Like when you’re watching
Vanderpoel and Van Aert going head to head
and hitting sections and attacking each other,
you remember those courses and sections
because of that and that’s what makes it
awesome. Not being there, I think it’s unfair to
say because you can’t tell how difficult things
are or how a course flows by the cameras that
they have. I love watching the features. Diegm
is maybe my favorite because it’s so unique and
awesome and just cool. As far as a course, I
couldn’t accurately pick a favorite.
WHAT’S ONE THING THAT YOU
THINK THE GENERAL RACING
POPULATION DOESN’T REALLY
APPRECIATE OR THINK OF WHEN
THEY THINK OF COURSE DESIGN?
WHAT’S THE BEHIND THE SCENES
THING YOU WANT TO SHARE WITH
THE WORLD?
I would say, the biggest most impactful thing
I’ve had to deal with, I guess two things, is
the restrictions placed on the designer by the
venue. At Providence, I could do barely ten
percent of what I wanted to do in that park.
There are also lots of experienced designers
who don’t have limitations, but are being
good stewards of the earth and know that
they want to be invited back to a venue. The
limitations of the venue impact the race. We
can’t just go everywhere and make something
awesome. I think a lot of people look at a
course and see a feature on the side of a hill
and think, “Why wouldn’t they do that!”
Another consideration is the flow of
thousands of people coming in and out of a
race venue. There are only 100 people on the
racecourse and there are a thousand people
and big trucks and trailers and tents that are
going outside the course. Figuring out the
logistics has a huge impact on what we can
do with a course in a given venue. I think
that’s hugely overlooked when the general
public is critiquing a course. I don’t want
them to be anymore lenient though. I love
hearing the criticism and suggestions. It’s
nice when people respect the challenges and
I do appreciate when people know how many
things we are juggling.

Photo by Meg McMahon

Age: 43
Currently Resides: Baltimore, Maryland
Day Job: Hydrographer/Field Program
Coordinator for NOAA
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UCI C1/C2 Weekend
Druid Hill Park
Baltimore, Maryland

TELL ME A BIT ABOUT YOUR DAY JOB.
WHAT IS A HYDROGRAPHER?
My background is in nautical charting and sea floor
mapping. Basically, it’s going out in a boat using
SONAR, GPS and other sensors to collect seabed
data. I apply it in a habitat sense. I do native oyster
restoration work. I’m a hydrographer by training and
I coordinate our offsite program in the Annapolis
[Maryland] area and the Chesapeake Bay.
I went to school at NC State and did a Marine
Resource Management program. Instead of
going onto graduate school, I got an opportunity
to work for NOAA [National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration] up in Alaska doing
nautical charting. That got the ball moving in
1997. I never really looked back from there. One
good opportunity opened up after another.
IS THERE ANY CROSSOVER BETWEEN
SEAFLOOR CHARTING AND BUILDING
CYCLOCROSS COURSES?
It’s kind of funny. In a way there is because you
need a good understanding of the terrain for both.
We design restoration projects for oysters in the bay,
and a big part of that is having an understanding
of the terrain that you have. Where things have
historically worked and where they haven’t. Taking
into account the flow of water over a particular
feature. I’ve never really thought about it, but in a
way there is a huge amount of crossover.
WHAT IS YOUR BACKGROUND IN
CYCLING?
Cycling background started with BMX in the
mid Eighties, recreational mountain biking since
the mid Nineties, triathlon in the mid 2000s and
cyclocross since 2008.
HOW MANY COURSES HAVE YOU
DESIGNED AND BUILT?
In 2011, I offered up some ideas and took over
the course building at Charm City. I’ve been
completely responsible for building Charm City
since then, and I’ve played an advisory role on
another, Milkhouse CX, which was a one-time race.
WHAT’S YOUR PROCESS FOR
DESIGNING AND BUILDING A COURSE?
I get as familiar with the terrain’s major and
subtle features as I can first. Then, I sketch.
I sketch out options for everything. I look at
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The mansion and the aptly named
Mansion House Hill at Charm City
‘Cross in Baltimore, Maryland.
Photo by Meg McMahon

where the start and finish might be as well
as how the course and features will flow.
When I’m laying everything out, one of the
biggest things for me is how to make it really
successful for the spectators that are there and
not just the spectators that would come to the
course anyway but the general fans who live
in Baltimore. We try to be thoughtful about
how to make it as good as possible for both the
spectators and the racers.
The entire race team comes together a few days
before the event, and that’s when a lot of the
magic actually happens. We have a general
concept and a general design, but we think
about how we want to do it different this year,
and how we want to take advantage of subtle
features. Kris Auer [former course designer and
the promoter for Charm City] has continued to
have a huge hand in final preparations. We’ve
been really fortunate over the past several years
to have Seth Wyman, Helen Wyman’s husband,
out participating in the race. He’s also out there
with us, getting in the trenches helping us out.
I’m so new to this, but guys like are willing
to throw down some ideas and spend the
time to make the course what it is. Those are
opportunities for me to learn from. Every year
we get together and try to figure out a way to
make it fresh.
WHAT MAKES A GOOD CYCLOCROSS
COURSE?
It starts with a good variety of terrain and then
the thoughtful use of both obstacles and features
using that terrain. The Mid-Atlantic rarely sees
good cyclocross weather, but a course should be
designed around that day the weather works out
to be wet.
WHAT IS THE DEFINING FEATURE OF
THE CHARM CITY COURSE?
The Charm City course has evolved over the years,
but recent versions have been defined by new
features, the use of the Mansion House Climb
and series of large stairs [Charm City Steps]. I
pushed to expand the course onto that Mansion
Hill section to really open it up and give it a more
spectator friendly atmosphere. That section also
added a high point of elevation that everyone
had to get up to. Before we switched over to the
Mansion House field, there was much less variety

of terrain and it was very twisty through the
oaks and lower fields. It moved the start to the
other side of the park, and it opened up the
opportunity to take it up to that high point
on the hill, to use that elevation so it just
didn’t feel gratuitous. You can have a bunch of
terrain and features, but some races don’t use
those features thoughtfully.
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE DOMESTIC
COURSE?
Domestically, the Asheville Nationals course last
year had it all. They really set the bar where it
should be for cyclocross in the US. I really liked
the way it flowed. I felt like it crisscrossed the
park, it came back and forth on itself. I liked
the incorporation of the big hill run up and the
multiple run ups, the fact you were forced off
your bike multiple times. I don’t think anyone
could ride that entire course. There was a lot
of thought put into the amazing features that
were there. I loved the cow pasture that dropped
down through the wooded section. That was
hard. You don’t see a lot of that in most courses.
It was a fun course. I really enjoyed racing it and
thinking about what they did.
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE
INTERNATIONAL COURSE?
When I’m on a trainer, I try to watch as
many European races as I can and there are
so many features that I’ll look at and think,
“Oh, we could do that at Charm City.”
There’s this one hill in Baltimore that you go
up and down several times [in succession] by
the team tents, and that’s something that I
pulled from Ruddervoorde. I liked how they
had a handful of features on that course and I
thought they used them really well.

opportunity to learn what other course
designers are doing well, and I think about how
to incorporate that thoughtfulness back into
Charm City or any other course I may have a
hand in designing. I feel like people who use off
camber really well have influenced some of the
design at Charm City.
Whenever I’m at a race and they’ve put in a
really thoughtful feature or used some subtle
terrain in a way that can especially be a game
changer in a race, that’s the kind of thing that
I try to pay attention to. I think about where
I have something similar to add a particular
feature like that [in Baltimore].
ARE THERE ANY UNIQUE REGIONAL
CONSIDERATIONS WHEN DESIGNING
THE COURSE?
As I mentioned, the Mid-Atlantic region is
pretty dry. I try to think about maintaining
good flow without having the race be all about
pedaling. Breaking up the race with more
off the bike time is not used enough, in my
humble opinion.
ARE COURSES CHALLENGING
ENOUGH IN THE US?
I’d say mostly no. There are exceptions,
but most courses are dumbed down for the
beginner and youth racers to the detriment of
the development of those racers and the sport
in the US.

I love a lot of the big terrain courses. I love
Namur and the citadel. To have that kind of a
venue to host a race, and the kind of features
that they have there—I hope to get over there
and watch one of those races one time. Those
are two totally different courses, but they both
stand out for me for different reasons.

An exception that comes to mind is in our local
Super Eight race series, Capital Cross. It has great
terrain. The course designer and promoter, Bruce
Buckley, puts a lot of thought into keeping it fresh
and making it challenging. It’s a hard course, but
it’s a fun course too. Admittedly, my sample size
is not so big since I don’t get out much and travel
around the country. There are courses that you
hear about that are hard, like Iowa. I hope to get
out and see that. I think that Louisville at Worlds
in Eva Bandman Park, it looked hard, and hard in
a really fun way. That was one that I did get to see
but I didn’t get to ride.

DO YOU RACE? IF SO, HOW DOES THAT
INFLUENCE YOUR COURSE DESIGN?
I do, mostly in the Mid-Atlantic region.
I approach racing different venues as an

WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS ON
PRO-ONLY SECTIONS?
They’re mixed. If more courses were more
challenging then they wouldn’t be needed.
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Mostly, I say this as a Masters racer who will
ride anything that a pro will ride. That said, we
have too many easy courses and therefore, proonly sections have a place.
WHAT WAS YOUR GOAL WHEN YOU
DESIGNED THE CHARM CITY COURSE?
That it be challenging for the pros
recognizing that we don’t have the terrain
for a pro-only section, and I want it to be
a model for increasing the level of course
quality and production quality in the US.
I also want everyone to say, “That was the
hardest thing I did all year... and I loved it!”
PERSONALLY I THOUGHT CHARM
CITY WAS ONE OF THE HARDEST
COURSES I RACED THIS PAST YEAR,
NOT SO MUCH TECHNICALLY BUT
JUST PHYSICALLY. IT WAS BRUTAL
WITH THE MIX OF ELEVATION ON
THE MANSION HILL AND ALL THE
PUNCHY CLIMBS.
We don’t have the technical stuff and that’s
part of the reason why that course has been
so hard. I’m glad you said that. I don’t know
whether or not it needs to be kept the way
it is. I know it’s hard. There are times where
it’s been one of the hardest races that I’ve
done throughout the year. It is hard and
because we don’t have some of those defining
technical features, we want it to be hard. At
the same time, I would feel terrible if people
came away from it thinking it was just a
pedaler’s course. I want to build a driver’s
course. You need to have the technical
ability to still ride your bike and go fast. I
never have really heard that. I often hear
from people that Charm City was one of
the hardest courses they’ve done all year and
it was a lot of fun. “It hurt in a way that I
loved.” That Roodervoorde section can be
tough [both technically and physically].
It’s hard pedaling but you still have to be
thoughtful about steering at the bottom of
each descent/climb since the turns are on the
off cambers. Fun and hard are synonymous
sometimes, but as long as that combination
happens, I feel like we’ve done our job.
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UCI Continental Championships
Devou Park
Cincinnati, Ohio

Mitch Graham standing atop
the Pan Am Plunge at Devou
Park in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Photo by Wil Matthews
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WHAT’S YOUR BACKGROUND IN
CYCLING, ‘CROSS, AND COURSE DESIGN?
I picked up cycling in college when I ran crosscountry and track. I was getting injured pretty
regularly towards the end of college and ended
up buying a mountain bike. I ended up racing
said mountain bike and getting addicted. I
got onto a team with the shop here and then
eventually got into all kinds of different racing.
The shop here had put on a ‘cross race every year
starting in the late Nineties. At some point, the
previous owner of this place moved to Asheville,
North Carolina, to open up another shop, and he
left me up here to run the shop. He left behind
all these events that he used to put on. I just kind
of used to race them, but I didn’t know anything
about what he used to do.
One day he was like, “You know all those races
we do? Do you want to put them on?” I ended
up just doing the ‘cross events since that was in
the off-season for retail. That was in 2000, up at
Harbin Park, which is in the northern suburbs
here. That race became the first UCI C1 event
in the US. We no longer put on UCI events
there due to lack of infrastructure, but that’s
where I kind of learned the ropes. I’ll admit that
I actually sucked pretty badly. The morning of
my first race, I just got there at like 6:30 in the
morning and the first race was at 9:00. I thought
that I’d be able to set up the entire course before
the first race went off. This was a long time ago
when we used to use pin flags and stuff like that,
so I’ve learned a lot since then. It was definitely a
rough start. But I’ve been putting on cyclocross
events since then. I’ve also put on road crits and
mountain bikes races.
HOW MANY ‘CROSS COURSES DO YOU
THINK YOU’VE DESIGNED AND BUILT
OVER THE YEARS.
About 20. I designed the Devou course in 2014.
That was after about two dozen site visits and
endless hours of looking at maps and getting
inspiration from other courses here in the US
and watching races in Europe. I went through
a few variations before I settled on the current
course, which has multiple race laps that get
harder as the day goes on. When you have your
beginners going off at the beginning of the
morning they do an abbreviated and shorter
loop that cuts out a lot of the prominent harder
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features. Those get introduced at different
points of time for the more advanced races. It
adds some complexity, but it allows us to put on
a really hard course for the elites to mimic some
of the features they see when they go overseas,
which is kind of the whole goal. There’s no way
I’d run beginners or intermediates down some
of the stuff the elites do.
SO YOU’RE A PROPONENT OF PROONLY LINES AND PRO-ONLY SECTIONS
OF THE COURSE?
If you’re going to make them hard, then yeah.
Even though we withhold some of the harder
features to the end of the day, we still have like
a dozen EMT visits even on the easy course.
Even the easy course is pretty hard, so making
it harder would be like death. You don’t want a
death or a broken spine. Some of those Cat Five
bikes and skills you see are deadly on a course
like the pros ride.

Stephen Hyde dropping the Pan-Am
Plunge. Photo by Wil Matthews

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE DEFINING
FEATURES OF THE DEVOU COURSE?
To get the really hard stuff, we had to go into
the woods. We kind of scattered out where the
terrain was most difficult. There is a section
of the park that was overgrown because it
was so steep that they didn’t mow it, and it
was wooded. It was perfect for what we were
trying to do. In the middle of one hill, there
is a rock wall that used to be a little quarry. It
drops straight down. As you go away from the
middle, it goes from steep to medium steep, so
we can run down the hill and get the grade we
want. We built three sections along that rock
wall. The first is a downhill that is a 20-percent
off camber, so it’s all dirt and there’s no grass
to get a grip on. When it’s dry, the ground is
really loose, and when it’s wet the ground is
really slick. It’s really scary. When I designed
it, I wanted to scare myself because I knew if I
scared myself, it would scare the pros and that’s
what I wanted. I heard that when they are in
Europe, they ride stuff that they are literally
scared to go down. I figured if we wanted to
give what they were asking for and give the
pros practice for the World Cups, I needed to
create sections that scared me. So after the off
camber it cuts to the right and then goes down
a couple of drops. The pros can rail it, and it’s
beautiful to watch, and it’s amazing what they

can do. When it’s wet, like it was last year,
it’s pretty cool. Pretty crazy. That’s called
the Pan-Am Plunge, which the announcers
came up with the first year. Then we went
and built a section up the rock wall—kind
of a mountain bike inspired off camber up
and down, and then there are two really
steep climbs. There are maybe seven guys in
the elite men that can ride up the steep one.
Cody Kaiser, Jeremy Powers and a few others
can ride it, but everyone else has to run up
and then when it’s wet they slide back down
if they don’t have good grip.
IT SOUNDS LIKE YOU USED TO RACE?
HOW DOES THAT INFLUENCE YOUR
COURSE DESIGN?
I listen to the racers and I’ve been getting
advice from them so that’s how the courses
have been getting better. It’s important that
they do that. When you go through that
much work to put on an event, and then
have the elites that are racing UCI events
all around the country give you feedback,
that’s pretty invaluable. I’ve been getting
that feedback since the first year we started
putting on a UCI event.
Then my own experience racing— I
appreciate events that go out of their way
to be good rather than half assed. The
whole experience of being there and the
atmosphere, and food and music—just the
whole experience as a racer, I appreciate the
work that goes into that. I want to do it as
best as I can do it, and make it as fun of a
day as possible. I loved racing [hundred mile
mountain bike races] and there were some
that always stood out in my mind as being
ones that I wanted to emulate. It was an
experience being there and then everyone
hung out afterwards. I loved that.
WHAT IS YOUR PHILOSOPHY OR GOAL
WHEN BUILDING A ‘CROSS COURSE?
WHAT ARE YOU TRYING TO ACHIEVE?
I want it to be fun but hard. You have to
remember your customers come from different
backgrounds, so one rider may consider
something hard while another thinks it’s easy.
I’ve always tried to create balanced courses
where the guys with road backgrounds could
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have fun and wouldn’t think it was so crazy and
then have a little something for everyone, even
the mountain bikers. That goes back to the
days before there were ‘cross specialists. Now it
seems like people are a lot more experienced so
they can handle a lot more.
DO YOU THINK COURSES ARE
CHALLENGING ENOUGH IN THE U.S.?
They have definitely gotten harder over the
years, particularly lately. I think it’s hard to
lump everyone into one description because
there are so many different events. There are
really easy weekends that the pros go to and
then there are ones that are harder. Of course
the weather conditions factor in since rain
is a total game changer, and it takes a course
that wouldn’t have been hard and makes
it really difficult. I think the courses have
gotten alot harder over the years, especially at
the national events.
WHAT DO YOU THINK MAKES A
GOOD ‘CROSS COURSE?
It’s got to be fast and flowy, but not the whole
thing. There has to be half a dozen “oh shit”
moments. Like [Devou] park has plenty of
places to create oh shit moments—there are
plenty of places in that venue for steep drops
and long climbs. In other parks there aren’t
any steep sections, so it’s a lot harder to create
those moments.
WHAT’S YOUR FAVORITE COURSE
DOMESTICALLY?
I really like the Nationals course last year in
Asheville, North Carolina. I thought that was
fantastic. Honestly because of the bike shop
I don’t get out and travel much. I’ve been to
Derby City down in Louisville and Worlds
there, I am very familiar with that course and
I really enjoy that. I’ve also been to Gloucester
since my brother lives up there in Connecticut.
That course is really cool. The Austin course at
Nationals a couple years ago, that looked like a
lot of fun. We have a lot of really good courses.
WHAT ABOUT INTERNATIONALLY?
I like Zolder a lot. I like watching Zolder.
If there is one place that I tried to emulate
with Devou, it’s Zolder because there’s a lot
of hard pedaling but there’s also a lot of “oh

shit” moments where riders have to compose
themselves, coast into a section, hold on for
dear life and cross fingers that they aren’t going
to wipe out. Namur is also one of my favorite
courses and is another one that I love to watch.
It would just be a very cool place to be during a
race. I’m not a big fan of those Belgian courses
that are out in a field where they just put down
a festival in the middle of cow pasture—that
doesn’t excite me. But with Namur with that
historical property with those quiet woods that
are well maintained, it just looks really cool.
WHAT’S UNIQUE ABOUT ‘CROSS IN
CINCINNATI?
Compared to the rest of the country, I think
the fact that we actually have two different
venues on our weekend is more reminiscent
of how the UCI weekends used to be back
in the early 2000s in the US. When you
look at all the C1 weekends, like Wisconsin
and Providence, most of them are kind of
the same course Saturday and Sunday. We
actually have two different venues, Saturday
is Devou Park and Sunday is Kingswood
Park. You’ve got two slightly different
experiences and two types of courses. Ones
more of a fitness course with a lot of heavy
pedaling and the other is more technical. I
think that is unique. We’ve been putting on
UCI events for a long time, since 2004, so
the courses have been around for a while and
are pretty dialed.
ARE US COURSES CHALLENGING
ENOUGH?
That question always bugs me because some
courses are really hard, and there are more and
more hard courses each year, and then a lot of
courses are really easy. When people generalize
that all European courses are brutal and all
American courses are weak, that just bugs me.
We have a lot of really easy courses and then
a lot of really hard ones too. Maybe seven or
eight years ago you could have generalized that
US courses were pretty tame, but nowadays it’s
getting more and more difficult. We’re getting
that from a lot of UCI promoters. Stuff like
the sand chute at the KMC 'Cross Fest, you
would not have seen something like that five
years ago in the US. Now that’s becoming
more of a regular thing.

Tanner Culbreath
(right) working with
Jeff Lucido (left) on
the CrossVegas course.
Photo by Bo Bickerstaff
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WHAT’S YOUR BACKGROUND IN
CYCLING, ‘CROSS, AND COURSE
DESIGN?
My background in cycling started as a mountain
biker, and then I got a road bike to ride more
miles and train. Eventually, I had to choose
between mountain bikes and road bikes,
and kind of picked the road bike. I was then
introduced to cyclocross.
Just riding ‘cross a little bit and getting really
hooked on it got me into course design. Every
Tuesday in the summer months, there’s a crit
practice, and that crit practice ends in the fall.
I was enjoying ‘cross and there was a void here
where there could be a Tuesday night ‘cross
practice. When that crit series ended [each
fall] I started every Tuesday night going out
in this park and setting up a course. I’ve been
doing that now for seven years. I guess that has
been my tool for practicing course design and
building courses. As I’ve gotten more into the
big races, like Ruts ‘N Guts and helping Jeff
[Lucido] in Garland and Vegas, I’ve looked at
the aspects and features of how people design
courses. He’ll sit me down at my venue and we’ll
walk around and he’ll be like, “You should make
a turn here.” It’s interesting because we build
courses differently, but I’m not so stuck to my
guns that I can’t change it a little bit.
HOW MANY COURSES DO YOU THINK
YOU’VE BUILT SINCE YOU STARTED?
Oh man! Seven years of practice times, about
eight or nine races a year and then another four
races a year just like promoting general races, so
I guess that would be close to about 80 maybe.
Yeah, 80 to 100 courses I guess.
WHAT’S THE NUGGET OF WISDOM
YOU’VE LEARNED AFTER BUILDING
THAT MANY COURSES?
I think what really came out this year at Ruts ‘N
Guts, is that the race could be hard enough as it
is—you don’t have to make the race hard with the
course. For example, making the turns too tight or
not giving the racers enough room to turn makes
it hard to race your bike versus making it hard
physically or aerobically hard. I think the biggest
thing was letting the riders challenge themselves
on the course, rather than making the course so
tight that it challenged the riders.
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Allen Krughoff and Jamey Driscoll
riding the sandy rut below the
Tree House spectator platform at
Ruts ‘N Guts in Broken Arrow,
Oklahoma.Photo by Bo Bickerstaff

WHAT DO YOU THINK MAKES A GOOD
‘CROSS COURSE?
Well there are a lot of different things. This year at
Ruts ‘N Guts, our race came down to a sprint both
days—I was a little surprised about that thinking
maybe the course wasn’t hard enough, but at the
same time I see a lot of people making courses almost
intimidating just to make it harder. I don’t think
that the riders necessarily appreciate that, especially
in the U23 categories. I think that they like the
challenge, but they don’t want it to be like a Tough
Mudder or something where they are just totally
destroyed. I think of this course as a nice mix of open
segments where you can mash the pedals and then
nice technical sections where you can slow down and
catch your breath, and then you’re going hard again.
Those harder sections can be straightaways, they
can be uphill, they could be off the bike in the sand.
There’s a nice mix of those I believe.
HOW DOES YOUR RACING INFLUENCE
COURSE DESIGN?
I remember a few courses where it was so tight,
you’re talking like six or seven feet in the middle
of some chicanes, and I thought, “This is so
ridiculous. This could be just as difficult if it was
wider and we could go faster through it and we
wouldn’t feel like the bars were going to clip the
fence.” Just riding the course and gaining those
experiences and having some of the elite riders who
have been to other venues give their feedback. Just
using their advice. Mostly though it’s the experience
from riding other courses and seeing how things
flowed and the terrain, and you take an aspect that
you like and you build on that, whether it’s a run
up or a set of stairs. Mostly, it’s just leaving it open
and giving the opportunity to pass someone or ride
my bike fast through a corner.
WHAT WERE THE DEFINING FEATURES
OF RUTS ‘N GUTS THIS YEAR?
The “choose your own adventure” lines. I was a
little bit nervous about what the UCI was going to
say or what everyone would say with trees in the
middle of the course or you have a ditch that’s 20
feet wide and you let riders choose the lines.
WHAT’S YOUR PROCESS FOR BUILDING
A COURSE? WHAT’S THE FOUNDATION
WHEN YOU DESIGN IT?
The first considerations are the solid features.
For us at this venue, we did the same thing in

Vegas, it’s where your flyover is, where your
sandpits are, it’s where your pits are, where
those unmovables are. Then you start adding
the details of the course, like whether you want
a wider start or where you have ditch crossing
and things like that. Then after that it’s basically
trying to balance your distance between your
pits. Once you have your features built and
kind of have an idea of which way you want
to go and which way you want to go into the
flyover, then you try to balance it.
I like the courses to flow and not be choppy. I
want the terrain to lead where you ride your bike.
There are some segments where you’ll make a
rider turn against the terrain like an off camber
that makes them slow down, but at the same time
they still have that flow and momentum of the
natural landscape. Natural flow and riders being
able to choose their own lines are important when
you’re making a course.
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE
COURSE DOMESTICALLY AND
INTERNATIONALLY? IS THERE A
COURSE THAT YOU LOOK AT AND
SAY, “THAT’S REALLY SICK,” OR THAT
YOU JUST LOVE TO WATCH?
Another thing that’s really an inspiration to me
is European racing. I like to ride the trainer and
watch those races. Koksijde is probably my favorite
course. It has all the sand, and it’s just a skill race.
There’s nor really any other venues like it. You have
to actually go there to ride that type of venue.
ARE THERE ANY UNIQUE
CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE RUTS
‘N GUTS VENUE? NOT JUST IN
CHISHOLM PARK BUT IN THE
REGION IN GENERAL?
It’s not just this flat field that you think
it’s going to be. I know early on that Kerry
Werner in his blog was talking about all of the
races he was going to go to and said “But I’m
not going to Oklahoma because who would
race in Oklahoma.”
I thought, “You know what dude, I am going to
show you Oklahoma.” Last year, we had good
response to the event, so this year I thought, “Let’s
showcase all those positive qualities from last year
but even in a better light.” We had done some
more work in the woods and we added a staircase
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and few more creek crossings, and it wasn’t so
muddy this year so we were able to highlight a
few of the features in the creek. Honestly, the
special consideration may sound cheesey, but we
were trying to impress the people that came to
Oklahoma to race their bikes.
BUILDING ON THAT, WHAT
WOULD YOU SAY IS THE DEFINING
CHARACTERISTIC OF ‘CROSS IN TULSA
AND ‘CROSS IN OKLAHOMA?
I would say we’re grassroots. I say this not to toot
my own horn, but ‘cross was okay, ‘cross was fun
and then when I started the Tuesday night 'cross
practice, we started to see the fields double in size.
That happens year after year and random people
show up on brand new ‘cross bikes.
A guy came to ‘cross practice this year and it
caught his interest. He said, “I don’t have much
money but can I try this?” I let him race, and
he bought a license the next day and raced the
whole series. His dad has an oil well-site service
company, so he now brings us free light towers
to use during the night. He saved me probably
1,000 dollars this year on light expenses just
because he loved to race ‘cross, and I gave him a
free ticket one day. So I would say our scene is
very grassroots. It’s not necessarily underground—
the people just come out and race their bikes,
and I think that’s what cyclocross is, for Tulsa
specifically. It’s just grown in that aspect.
I HAVE TO INTERJECT AND SAY THAT
I THINK THAT THE PEOPLE IN TULSA
ARE EXCEPTIONALLY FRIENDLY
AND NOT JUST IN THE ‘CROSS
COMMUNITY. WHEN I WENT TO
THE AIRPORT EVERYONE WAS NICE
AND HAD A CONVERSATION WITH
ME, THE RENTAL CAR ATTENDANT,
THE TICKETING AGENT. EVEN THE
TSA GUYS PATTING ME DOWN WERE
HAVING A GREAT TIME!
[Laughs] Southern hospitality!
WHAT WAS YOUR GOAL IN DESIGNING
THE RUTS ‘N GUTS COURSE?
The specific goal was to offer a bit of a challenge,
which as we found out was not as much a
challenge for the elite riders as we though it
would be. I wanted it to be fun for our youth

and other category riders, and our main goal
was to prove what Oklahoma and Tulsa have
available. Surprisingly it worked, because we did
receive a lot of compliments. To have that in the
back of people’s minds, like “Oh yeah I would go
back there and race.” I believe that was our goal,
to that it was a worthwhile venue.
WAS THERE ANY FEEDBACK THIS YEAR
THAT STOOD OUT, LIKE ONE OF THE
PROS OR SOMEONE COMING IN FROM
OUT OF STATE?
Katie Compton’s husband, Mark Legg, Tweeted
that it was a Nationals-level venue and event,
so that was really impressive. Katie raved about
the course the first day. She was like, “I love the
way it flows.” The funny thing is last year I built
the course in the Saturday direction, but a lot of
people preferred it the Sunday direction. Even as a
course designer and builder you never know what
you’re going to get. Allen Krugoff on Friday rolls
by and said, “Awesome course man! Best course
I’ve ridden all year!” I just laughed and was like,
“Allen dude, don’t blow smoke up my butt man.”
As the weekend progressed it became clear that
people really liked the course. It was cool and I’m
just like, “Gee thanks guys! I’m just a dude that
sticks stakes in the ground in a park!”
WELL ANYONE CAN STICK STAKES
IN THE GROUND. IT’S IMPORTANT
TO PUT THEM IN THE RIGHT SPOT.
LAST QUESTION, WHAT DO YOU
THINK ABOUT PRO-ONLY SECTIONS,
HAVING SOMETHING THAT APPEALS
TO AMATEURS, AND THEN HAVING
ANOTHER SECTION FOR THE ELITES?
I am not necessarily for it. I think that it’s
better to let everyone enjoy the same course
and ride the same course that the elites are
riding. It mostly stems from our juniors. One
year, I tried to shortcut the course for the
juniors so that they could do fast laps or more
laps. They didn’t like it. They wanted to ride
the same course that everyone else was riding.
Part of me feels like I’m shortchanging the
general population rider if I don’t allow them
to experience every feature. My only caveat
would be if pro-only sections are challenging
enough that it would be dangerous to the
general population. Overall though I like
everyone to ride the same course.
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Fahringer en route to a sixth place
finish at the CrossVegas World Cup.
Photo by Bo Bickerstaff

Interview by Ally Stacher

WHERE ARE YOU ORIGINALLY FROM?
I’m originally from Englewood, Ohio! Scream it out,
Midwest!
WHERE DO YOU CURRENTLY LIVE?
Concord, New Hampshire.
WHAT TOOK YOU TO CONCORD, NEW
HAMPSHIRE?
I was living in Rhode Island, and I was there for grad
school. When I finished grad school, I had met a cute
boy, so then I moved in with the cute boy.
AHHH THE BOYS WILL DO IT TO YOU.
Every damn time.
YOU STARTED OUT WITH TRIATHLONS
AND SOME IRONMANS. YOU WENT FROM
BEING AN ENDURANCE ATHLETE TO
A CYCLOCROSSER, WHICH REQUIRES
HIGHER INTENSITY AND IS ONLY 45
MINUTES INSTEAD OF MANY HOURS. WHY
DID YOU MAKE THE CHANGE?
People thought that I would like it because it was
outdoors and in the mud, so I gave ‘cross a try. I

ended up really enjoy it. It’s more fun and easier to
train for than a triathlon. You don’t have to balance
three sports. You can obviously focus on biking with
the added running, but within that the training
is diverse. I like the high intensity, and I like the
race being off road. Plus there’s so much room for
development for racing in itself. You race twice a
week every weekend for a whole season, as opposed to
tris where you do one race or maybe five races a year.
I mean if you get a case of explosive diarrhea, that’s a
short season [laughs].
YOU’VE BEEN ON AN UPWARD PATH FROM
WHEN YOU STARTED RACING BIKES IN
2013 TO 2016 WHAT ARE SOME OF THE
BIGGEST THINGS YOU’VE LEARNED IN
YOUR SHORT TIME RACING?
Taking away something from every race is one of the
biggest things that has kept me climbing this season.
What you’re eating, what you wear, the way you take
different elements or the way you face a race itself.
There is something else, and that is trying to keep
a balance of life with racing. If you’re climbing and
doing well, it’s great, but then if you have a bad race,
then you have nothing. It’s so easy to get down on

REBECCA FAHRINGER
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Jingle Cross World Cup.
Photo by Jonathan Devich.

yourself. It’s finding a way to stay in your best race shape and
best race condition, but also having a life surrounding it to
hold you up when racing gets hard.

atmosphere. On the start grid in the US, we’re all laughing and
it’s jokes and smiles. I don’t even think we get on our race faces
until the gun goes. Then it’s just thinking like, “Bitches, I’m
going to win. I’m going to chase all of them down!”

LAST SEASON, YOU WERE REALLY CONSISTENT
WITH YOUR RESULTS. THIS YEAR, SOMETHING
WHAT IS YOUR BALANCE WITH TRAINING AND
HAS REALLY CLICKED AND YOU’RE A
RACING? HOW DO YOU STAY GROUNDED?
CONSTANT PODIUM CONTENDER AT BIG
Since training and racing are not my full time job 100
DOMESTIC RACES. WHAT’S CHANGED?
percent, it makes it easy to forcefully maintain a balance
I think I’m easily as consistent as last year, I’ve just stepped it up
because I have to punch a clock for 20 to 30 hours a
a notch. What has stepped up is that over the summer I could
week at the bank. Then I go punch my training clock.
train off road a lot more. From doing that, my technical skills
I don’t have time to focus on maintaining a balance. It
increased into this season. Also, I just have depth in the sport,
just happens because that is what I am required to do. It’s
which is both sort of endurance at that high end, if that makes
also great having a boyfriend that I live with and that I
any sense. It’s the ability to be at the pointy end of your fitness
can sometimes yell at, but I mostly laugh with. I couldn’t
for longer than a day. I think it takes a couple of years to get that,
imagine a life living alone and all I had to do was just
and also just being more confident that I belong at the front of
train and race. I wouldn’t know what I would do for a
the race. It’s so easy to talk yourself down like, “Oh man, these
balance. I would have to get a lot of chickens, or maybe I
girls are really fast. I shouldn’t be with them. I should just work
would get a donkey.
to be where I am and maintain that
spot.” Or just letting other people pass “THIS YEAR I LEARNED YOU HAVE A MASTER’S
you. This year I learned that there is
DEGREE FROM BROWN
THAT
THERE
IS
MORE
more fight inside of me—it is just a
UNIVERSITY IN
matter of being able to reach down
GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES.
FIGHT
INSIDE
OF
ME—
within and learn how to use that fight.
OTHER THAN BEING A
IT IS JUST A MATTER PROFESSIONAL ROCK
YOU GOT 6TH IN THE VEGAS
COLLECTOR, WHAT DO
OF
BEING
ABLE
TO
WORLD CUP. HOW DID YOU
YOU PLAN ON DOING WITH
REACH DOWN WITHIN
STEP YOUR GAME UP TO
YOUR DEGREE?
BE COMPETITIVE AT THE
Oh no, well it looks really nice
AND
LEARN
HOW
TO
INTERNATIONAL LEVEL OF
sitting on my dresser. I dust it
USE THAT FIGHT.”
WORLD CUPS?
like once every two weeks. It’s a
I actually picked Vegas to be one of my
reminder of our time together.
A races of the year. It’s always been a power course, and though
It depends on how long racing is in my life. If I’m able to
I’m becoming a well-rounded rider, by the end of last year I knew
make a career out of racing, I want to pursue that for as long
I was a power rider. I knew that Vegas would suit me. I knew if I
as I can. It depends on where I go when I come out of that.
could go into Vegas fit, I could do really well. Really the biggest
If racing can’t be a career or it’s something that I come out
change was my confidence and anticipation for that particular
of soon, I really do hope I can go back into some sort of
race. I mean I trained for it, and I was strong, but I’ve always
scientific or environmental field. Of course trying to get into
been strong. I really think it was the confidence and how bad I
the science field is a balance with racing that didn’t really
wanted it. I wanted to do well really, really bad.
work out the first time I tried. Who knows what the future
holds. I do know that if I’m forced to take an early leave
Being able to find that fight and dig deep was what allowed me
with biking, I would look for something in environmental
to do big things at Vegas.
engineering or similar.
YOU’RE SUPER BUBBLY AND OUTGOING OFF THE
BIKE. HOW DO YOU GET IN THE ZONE FOR A RACE?
For me being bubbly and outgoing is my trick to being able
to race. It allows me to relax and to get into my own and to
not freak out. I still have my moments. At Ruts ‘N Guts in
Oklahoma, it had been a couple weeks since I’d raced, and
somebody made a joke that I missed my call to staging. I almost
started crying, and I was like, “Why would you torment me like
this!?” It’s easy to get to nervous in your own head. It’s better
to just have a smile on your face. It’s easier to keep a relaxed

WITH YOUR BACKGROUND IN GEOLOGY DOES
IT GIVE YOU SUPERPOWERS WHEN IT COMES TO
ANALYZING MUD AND OTHER SURFACES DURING
A CROSS RACE.
I do think it helps a little bit. I have a tendency to be able
to anticipate when the ground will drain with rain or when
it’s going to hold water. Clay out where you are [North
Carolina], I know how that’s slick and why that’s slick and
there’s nothing you can do about it.

REBECCA FAHRINGER
DO YOU EVER THINK ABOUT
THE GEOLOGICAL MAKEUP OF A
COURSE WHEN YOU’RE RACING?
[Laughs] I thought about it a lot at
Nationals last year, which is funny. I don’t
know why I did. Sometimes, I see really
interesting features and I want to chisel
away at a part of a rock and bring it back
as a sample and wonder how I can analyze
it. Those are just pipe dreams. I always
think about how cool it is to look at—
then I focus back on racing. I appreciate
looking at the geological features that
are in our country and noticing just how
different this place is that we live in. Every
single race venue is just so different. What
a cool country.
WHAT’S THE COOLEST ROCK
YOU’VE COLLECTED?
Oh man, Dinosaur Rock! I found it in
New Zealand. It doesn’t have anything to
do with dinosaurs, it is just shaped liked
an egg, and it’s Magnesium-rich, so it is
green, but it has some quartz bursting out
of it, like a baby dino.
YOU’VE BEEN WITH AMY D
FOR TWO SEASONS NOW.
WHAT ARE SOME OF THE
PERKS OF CARRYING ON AMY
DOMBROWSKI’S LEGACY
THROUGH YOUR RACING?
Something I have noticed that I really like
and sometimes take advantage of is people
see the Amy D. kit and they automatically
they want to be my friend. They recognize
the kit. They recognize the name. They
recognize the program, and even though
they may not know who I am, people are
always willing to help with an extra hand.
It sort of brings a positive respect, which
is great.
ARE YOU GOING TO STAY WITH
THE AMY D. PROGRAM NEXT
YEAR? I KNOW IT WAS MEANT TO
BE A DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
AND YOU’RE KIND OF PAST THAT
STAGE.
I will not be a development rider with
Amy D. for next year. They are going to
open up the program to other riders who
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need racing opportunities, which is super
wonderful. The application process is not
open yet, but it will be. Look forward to
being excited.
WHAT HAVE BEEN SOME OF YOUR
HIGHLIGHTS THIS SEASON?
I think it was at the KMC 'Cross Fest. The
first time I took the lead at a UCI race was
at KMC. I rode in first for a long time, and
then I ended up third. That was definitely
a highlight. Plus the day before at KMC, I
made my first C1 podium. I’ve never lead
a race before—then to be on the podium
next to Katie Compton, that was pretty
cool. It’s happened a couple times since
then, but KMC was the first. That was one
of the races post Vegas and Iowa World
Cup, I was like, “Okay, the results haven’t
been flukes. I can ride up here and I can be
a competitor.” Of course, going to Europe
for the first time and getting on a UCI
podium there was a highlight too.
IN YOUR EXPERIENCE, WHAT’S
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
RACING IN EUROPE COMPARED
TO RACING IN THE US?
The race day atmosphere. It might be
because I didn’t know many of the other
racers, but race day prep is much more
personal over there. You don’t chat. You
don’t see all the normal faces. I’m not
thinking, “I can’t wait to see this girl I
haven’t seen in a while.” It’s more show up,
race and do your job, which is good, but
definitely a little different. It’s less chatty
on the start line. That makes me a little
more nervous.
The biggest difference in the races is the
charge especially from the middle and
back of the field. It isn’t like US racing
where the race strings out from the start.
Here, it’s a hard start, the field gets strung
out then people settle in and seem more
content with their racing. There, the back
of the field never settles in. They keep
charging. The light changes, the whistle
blows and the gun goes off. The middle to
back of the field just surges and pushes up,
up, up. Nobody gives up. It’s unrelenting.
The racing aggression is a lot higher.

Everybody wants it, nobody is content with
where they’re at. You don’t have women
showing up for the experience. They’re all
showing up, hoping to do well and get that
result. They’re hoping for something and
working for it. They’re not just thinking they
deserve it. The racers are constantly pushing
and fighting for it.
WHAT’S YOUR LONG GAME WITH
RACING 'CROSS? DO YOU PLAN
ON DOING MORE EUROPEAN
CAMPAIGNS?
I definitely want to keep racing in Europe. I
think that’s going to be a part of my career
as long as I can keep it going. I need to work
with my sponsors to find the focus on US
versus European racing because I am at their
mercy. I will go when and where they need
me for races. I want to make the sponsors
happy, since I’m so grateful to have their
support. Racing in Europe is a part of racing
‘cross, and it’s something I really want to be
a part of, and I hope my sponsors can get me
there. Whatever happens, I hope I can find
the balance.
WHAT ARE SOME OF THE BIGGEST
THINGS YOU’VE LEARNED WITH
YOUR TIME ON THE 'CROSS
CIRCUIT?
People tend to be kind. In ‘cross, you really get
the benefit of getting to know the people you’re
racing against because you spend so much time
with them on race day. You’re with them before
the race. You race then you spend time with
them after. Sometimes, you end up rooming
with them or traveling with them. I think this
happens more so than with road racing and
mountain biking. I’ve gotten to meet a lot
of really great people who are always willing
to help or offer kind words. It is a sport of
positivity in a sometimes negative world.

“IT IS A SPORT
OF POSITIVITY
IN A SOMETIMES
NEGATIVE WORLD.”

Jingle Cross World Cup.
Photo by Jonathan Devich.
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hat does Chumbawamba have to do with the 2016
singlespeed cyclocross world championships? I have no idea,
but the verses to their 1997 one-hit-wonder, Tubthumping, were
jovially sung throughout the course of the weekend. And it made no
sense, just like the event itself.
SSCXWC is the unofficial world championships of singlespeed
cyclocross. It’s awarded to a new city each year based on some
arbitrary competition, but for the 10th anniversary it was brought
back to Portland, the city where the event was born. And as if
Portland wasn’t weird enough, throw in singlespeeds and cyclocross
and the weirdness devolves further into a drunken, muddy mess of
clowns, strippers and booze.
For me, it’s a must-attend annual experience. Every year, each host
city tries to one-up the previous editions, and Portland did not
disappoint. It’s a full weekend of rides, parties, qualifiers and a
racecourse littered with obstacles and mayhem.
Well, there was one disappointment. Typically, the race qualifying
entails splitting the entrants up into groups and challenging them
to a variety of “Feats of Strength.” It’s a wonderful, yet bizarre way
to experience and tour a new destination—or even see a different
side of a familiar city. However, the latest edition in Portland opted
to hold the qualifying at Kruger’s Farm on Sauvie Island a few miles
north of downtown. Needless to say, it was still a rowdy day and
eveyone left drunk and muddy.
But let’s start with Friday night. I arrived in Portland in the early
evening and, surprise, it was raining. I immediately transferred to the
bar closest to the house I was staying while I awaited the rest of my
cohorts to arrive. After a rendezvous at the guest house, we grabbed our
bikes and headed to Elevator Coffee for packet pick up. The scene there
was already busy and decidedly boisterous.

As we walked toward the entrance, one of our Belgian acquaintances
from SSCXWC-past walked out. He stopped and exclaimed, “I’m
not the only Belgian at the race this year!” He then whipped out his
phone and proudly showed a picture of himself posing with another
dude wearing a gold blazer. I had no idea who it was, but my friends
laughed and we went inside. I just figured it was some random guy
from Belgium.
Now, as much as I love riding my cyclocross bike and bike racing in
general—especially singlespeed ‘cross worlds—I really don’t follow the
sport of ‘cross at the World Cup level. I know a couple of names and
remember Bart Wellens karate kicking a fan during a race, but if the
most popular, iconic ‘cross racer of our generation was standing right
in front of me I don’t think I’d recognize him. And that happened. We
walked into the crowded coffee shop and the same bald guy wearing
a gold blazer emerged from the chaos and nearly bumped shoulders
with me as he was exiting. Meanwhile, people lost their shit and
it wasn’t until I saw a dude boasting about his new shirt that read
“HAVE A NYS DAY” that I realized what was going on. Sven Nys,
the greatest ‘cross racer of all time, was racing the SSCXWC shit show.
Unbelievable. Rumor had it that Trek arranged for his participation
and somehow kept it a secret until that day. Pretty rad.
Beyond, the rest of the weekend was a blur. And by blur, I mean I
woke up Saturday morning feeling quite strange. Of course I had
my share of beverages the night before, but something was off. Then
I realized I had been standing in the same spot for what felt like 10
minutes staring at the wall trying to figure everything out. And then
I realized I had some chocolate right before I went to bed that wasn’t
normal chocolate. Whoops. I was in no state to interact with the real
world so I decided to put myself back to bed and sleep it off.
I think I finally dragged my ass out of bed around noon, and my
qualifier was at 1:10 p.m. I felt barely normal, but I suited up
and pedaled to the event. I was running a few minutes late, but
I assumed there was no way the event was on schedule. It’s the
SSCXWC—nothing is supposed to go as planned. I rolled up at 1:11

p.m. and asked what heat was speeding off into the distance, and
the race “official” said 16. That was my group. Dammit, how could
everything possibly be running this smoothly? He then said, “Just
jump in the next group. We’ll figure it out.” It was as simple as that.
The qualifying was a modified lap of the championship course and
the top seven would move on to the main event. If you missed the
top seven, then there was a couple of 100 yard(ish) group sprints and
the winner would qualify. Still didn’t qualify? There was a CX dual
slalom course that gave riders one last chance to qualify.
Still discombobulated from the alternative medication I accidentally
ingested the night before, I promptly finished last—yes, dead
last—in my group. After that, I didn’t even bother with the other
qualifiers. I found my friends, found our keg and went back into
party mode. Then, I bumped into another friend that had been
handing out qualifier bracelets at the finish. He saw me and asked,
“Did you qualify?” I said no and didn’t tell him I barely even
tried. He looked at me and mentioned something about how I was
affiliated with one of the title sponsors and handed me a bracelet.
Score. Funny thing: After all of the rampant cheating in the previous
couple years, Portland put out a strong PSA that cheating would not
be tolerated and the race would be fair from start to finish. Well, I
felt like I just cheated by taking that unearned bracelet.
The guilt and potential sin against SSCXWC didn’t even matter in
the end. On the day of the race, I, like everyone else was once again
inebriated. I looked at the once muddy course that had turned into a
swamp and thought, “Fuck this.” As much fun as it would have been
to race, I was still recovering from an injury, completely out of shape
and lacked all motivation to play bike racer in a cesspool. Regardless,
the crowds, sideline entertainment and an Adam Craig vs. Sven
Nys battle are sure to be some of the most ridiculous spectacles
I’ve ever experienced in my life. So I grabbed my camera and tried
to document some of the madness. The following are some of my
favorite photos that turned out clearer than my actual recollection of
the weekend.

And these are just a few of the family-friendly images.
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Number 1 stays number 1. Was it legit? Did a friendly Belgian gift him a
little present at the end? Does anyone care? Are rainbows made out of the
tears cried by ‘cross Puritans every time they see The Craig riding flatbars?

Mud enhanced orbs mercilessly
throttled the faces of many racers.

A properly excecuted ‘cross dismount
is combination of grace and skill.

A friendly farewell to 2016.
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Is this what tubthumping is?

Priorites while racing
SSCXWC vary wildly.
I think this is Sven Nys.

Words by Andrew Juiliano // Photos by Meg McMahon

CYCLE-SMART INTERNATIONAL
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“Day two is always tough for a race promoter,”
Adam Myerson said as he stood amongst the course
tape that crisscrossed Look Park in Northampton,
Massachusetts. Since he attended UMass Amherst
in the early Ninties, Myerson has been a fixture on
the Western Massachusetts race scene. The 44-year
old officially retired from professional cycling 11
months before proclaiming the struggles of multi-day
race promotion. But Myerson wasn’t describing the
logistics of the Cycle-Smart International, a race that
his coaching company title sponsors. Twenty sixteen
was the 26th straight year he’d promoted the race. He
had a large team of paid volunteers, who he was quick
to point out were the real organizational heroes of
the weekend. No, Myerson described the racing. The
“retiree” showed up and finished 10th on Saturday
and 11th on Sunday during the UCI races.

CYCLE-SMART INTERNATIONAL
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The most recent edition of the Cycle-Smart
International drew the largest UCI fields of the entire
year with 81 men and 47 elite women lining up on
Day 1. Now in its 17th year as a UCI race, the event
is the equivalent of the Western Mass Cyclocross
State Fair. The strong cycling community around
Northampton has kept the race going for two and a
half decades. Cyclists like Myerson and others who
attended nearby UMass appreciated the miles of rural
roads. The riding and training opportunities not only
attracted Myerson for college, but other enthusiasts
like Steve Roszko, the founder of BikeReg.com. These
riders came for school in nearby Amherst and stayed
for the riding in the surrounding Pioneer Valley.
Tales of the rich riding in the region spread and the
budding cycling community kept growing. In the early
2000s Myerson was still living in Northampton while
coaching a young Jeremy Powers. Powers decided to
attend school at nearby Westfield State University
where he could continue his studies and develop as
a bike racer. “The crew in Western Massachusetts
were key to my development,” Powers explained.
Northampton’s proximity to UMass and other colleges,
along with the rural training routes that surround it,
made it a hub for those, like Powers, who wanted to
pursue higher education and racing aspirations. Powers
now lives in the neighboring town of Easthampton.

CYCLE-SMART INTERNATIONAL
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In 2003, Jeremy Powers, Alec Donahue and Mukunda
Feldman started the JAM Fund, a development
program for aspiring racers. Riders apply for a spot
on the JAM Fund squad, and those who are accepted
live and train in the Pioneer Valley to live and train.
Donahue is Myerson’s partner at Cycle-Smart, the
organization that provides the coaching for the
development program. The program has propelled a
long list of amateurs into the professional cyclocross
ranks including the likes of Stephen Hyde, Anthony
Clark and Ellen Noble. Jack Kisseberth (pictured
here) is the latest prodigy groomed by the JAM Fund.
The California native attended school at Tufts outside
of Boston. Instead of returning to the more temperate
climes of his native state, the now 24-year old joined
the JAM Fund and stayed in Massachusetts. He’s
lived and breathed ‘cross for the last two years, and
in the course of three seasons, he went from racing
CAT 4/5 ‘cross to winning a UCI race, day one of the
2016 Super Cross Cup. On Saturday of the CycleSmart International, Kisseberth rode with the lead
group of Powers, Jeremy Durrin and Curtis White,
eventually finishing second. Despite that result, he
was a DNS on Sunday. JAM Funders were required
to volunteer at their local race, and podium finish or
not, Kisseberth kept his obligation on Sunday.

CYCLE-SMART INTERNATIONAL
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Ellen Noble is another rider drawn to the Pioneer
Valley by the educational opportunities at UMass
and the development potential of the JAM Fund.
The Maine native spent two years on the JAM Fund,
and during that time she won the U23 National
Championship. Though still in school studying public
health, she graduated to the pro ranks as Jeremy
Powers’s teammate on Aspire Racing for 2016. She is
currently leading the U23 Women’s World Cup Series
for the 2016/2017 season.

CYCLE-SMART INTERNATIONAL
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The regional talent at this race was far from normal.
The Pioneer Valley has the most stacked local crew of
any region in the United States. Four-time National
Champ Jeremy Powers pedaled to the venue from
his home, while his neighbor from Westhampton
and former JAM Funder Jeremy Durrin also raced.
Kisseberth joined the leading group of four in the
men’s race, which apart from eventual winner Curtis
White, was entirely composed of Western Mass
residents.

CYCLE-SMART INTERNATIONAL
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The contenders also came from well beyond the
Pioneer Valley with reigning men’s and women’s
Canadian Cyclocross Champions Jeremy Martin and
Maghalie Rochette coming south for the event. The
fields were big and the fields were stacked. The throngs
of bike racers had descended in mass, on a pilgrimage
to the longest running UCI race in the country.
Rochette took the win on Saturday at the Cycle-Smart
International, and finished third on day two.

CYCLE-SMART INTERNATIONAL
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Even Joe Dombrowski made the trip to
Northampton. Dombrowski had a stellar season
on the road with Cannondale-Drapac in 2016,
including a day in the breakaway at the Giro d’Italia
and a third place finish on a stage at the Grand Tour.
Here he drops down one of the pro lines during day
one. The Dolomites might dwarf the knolls of Look
Park, but the rocky, dusty chutes in Western Mass
still required a keen eye and solid handling skills.

CYCLE-SMART INTERNATIONAL
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To the victors go the cookies. The Cycle-Smart
International gives out oversized dessert trophies to
the men’s and women’s elite winners (Curtis White
and Maghalie Rochette) and the top U23 finishers
(Curtis White and sister Emma White). Makunda
Feldman, one of the founders of the JAM Fund owns
Tart Bakery in North Hampton. Al Donahue came
up with idea for cookie trophies and the giant awards
are now part of the tradition of UCI cross racing in
Northampton, Massachusetts.

By Scott Saifer, M.S. // Photos by Jonathan Devich

HEALTHY WEIGHT LOSS
PART II
SHEDDING EXCESS MUSCLE
TO MAKE RACE WEIGHT
Keith has great aerobic power. He can ride a 40-kilometer time trial in less
than 56 minutes, making him quite competitive in his Master’s category.
He’s been training an average of 12 hours per week on a periodized plan for
years. He eats well and has cut body fat so much that you can see veins over
the muscles on his upper legs and belly. He does intervals and hill repeats
religiously. He listens to his body, allowing just the right amount of recovery
between training sessions. Despite all this, he consistently gets dropped on
longer hills. That’s no surprise given he’s 5’10” and 180 pounds, even if it’s all
muscle. He has yet to accept that if he wants to win hilly bike races, he needs
to stop the upper-body strength training that gives him his wrestler’s physique.
One pound of excess muscle slows your climbing just as much as an extra
pound of fat or bike. You want to lose as much fat and bike weight as possible,
only keeping the muscles that power the bike. Successful road, cyclocross and
mountain bike racers are not large. Even a one-day strongmen, like Olympic
Champion Greg Van Avermaet, checks in at 5’11” and 159 pounds. They
may have beautifully defined arm and leg muscles, but that results more from
the absence of obscuring fat than from the size of the actual muscles. Riders
who have more muscle than is strictly required to power the bike can perform
better by reducing muscle weight. Figure 1 shows the ideal and healthy body
weights for different types of riders.
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Andrew Juiliano, the editor here at ROAD, surfs throughout the winter and
early spring, so he accumulates excess arm and shoulder muscles. He needs
to shed this excess weight before road and cyclocross season, and luckily for
him, he has time to ride 15-plus hours per week (for “work” and bike testing
purposes, he claims). Folks who train that much can lose five to ten pounds of
muscle in a month, once those muscles stop working. This rate of weight loss
is significantly faster than what it would take to lose the same amount of fat.
As discussed in last month’s article, there are certain strategies to lose excess
fat. This article focuses on strategies for losing excess muscle. Shedding muscle
is more difficult than losing fat while maintaining training, but it can be done.

Craig Richey during the Jingle Cross
World Cup. Unofcially, Craig has
the largest biceps in the Canadian
cyclocross peloton. He blames this on
20 pushups ve years ago…

PHYSIOLOGY OF MUSCLE GAIN AND LOSS
Muscles are constantly leaking protein into the
bloodstream in the form of separated amino acids. If
the muscles do not also absorb new amino acids to
form new protein, they shrink away and disappear
rather quickly. A 2016 article by Marlou Dirks
describes a study in which young men on bed rest
lost three pounds of muscle per week. Muscles that
have been exercised recently make new protein to
repair damage done during exercise. Muscle-repair
naturally overbuilds the amount of muscle present
before the exercise, and that muscle grows larger and
heavier. Muscles can only regenerate or grow larger
if the bloodstream has an adequate supply of amino
acids, which come from recently consumed proteins
or muscle breakdown elsewhere in the body. Thus the
amount of protein you eat has a dramatic effect on
muscle gain or loss.
Maintaining a body-builder’s physique requires hard
resistance training and consuming large amounts of
protein, but even mild exercise is enough to maintain
more than the ideal amount of muscle for bike racing.
Exercise can enhance weight loss, but it’s not as simple
as, “Exercise more, get lighter faster,” especially when
it comes to muscle. Exercise combined with moderate
protein consumption make muscles heavier rather
than lighter! Endurance athletes generally need to eat
enough protein for muscle repair while avoiding eating
enough to actually build larger muscles.
ENDURANCE EXERCISE SUPPORTS
WEIGHT LOSS, IF YOU LIMIT PROTEIN
CONSUMPTION
An exercising athlete uses a mix of carbohydrate, fat
and protein as fuel, with the amount and percentage
of each depending on exercise intensity and
duration. Only fuel not replaced between workouts
contributes to weight loss. Protein for exercise fuel
comes from breakdown of muscle tissue all around
the body, not just in the working muscles. During
prolonged exercise, the percentage of calories from
muscle protein gradually increases, reaching roughly
15 percent of total energy expended as stored
carbohydrate becomes depleted. If protein is not
replaced after workouts, muscles gradually shrink.
The research says that the amount of protein you
need to eat daily to maintain muscle mass depends
on exercise amount and intensity (Figure 2). To
lose muscle mass, cut your protein consumption by
0.1 to 0.2 grams per day per pound of lean weight
compared to the maintenance level.
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FIGURE 2: PROTEIN NEEDS OF ATHLETES IN GRAMS
OF
Phil Gaimon (Cannondale)
working
hard
for
teammate
PROTEIN PER DAY PER POUND OF LEAN BODY MASS Alex
Howes during US Pro Nationals.

Athlete Type

Maintain muscle mass

Lose Muscle Mass

Sedentary

0.4 grams/day/pound

0.4 grams/day/pound

Light endurance
(<12 hours/week)

0.5 grams/day/pound

0.3-0.4 grams/day/pound

High-volume endurance
(>12 hours/week)

0.6 grams/day/pound

0.4-0.5 grams/day/pound

Strength/body building

0.8 grams/day/pound

0.6-0.7 grams/day/pound

TACTICS TO CUT MUSCLE
There are several ways to cut muscle weight. Some work better than others for particular
athletes. The three main approaches are: 1) Not exercising at all for an extended time (bed
rest). 2) Exercising moderately while restricting protein intake, aiming not to replace all
the protein metabolized in each training session. 3) Exercising at a huge volume while not
worrying too much about protein consumption.
FIRST APPROACH: BED REST
“Not exercising at all,” doesn’t mean simply not working out. Even small amounts of
muscle activation maintain or delay the loss of mass. While body builders who stop going
to the gym lose mass quickly, healthy people doing normal, daily non-exercise activities
lose muscle slower than people who lie still in bed. You can’t rest a muscle enough to
shrink it if it is activated when you train, so you have to use one of the other strategies to
lose muscle mass without giving up fitness.
APPROACH NO. 2: MODERATE EXERCISE VOLUME AND PROTEIN
RESTRICTION (8 to 12 Hours of Training)
If you are training a less than 12 hours per week, you metabolize some muscle mass, but
it’s tricky to get enough protein to keep muscles in good repair without eating enough
to replace all the protein metabolized during training sessions. You would have to weigh
and track your food intake closely to succeed. That’s why bike racers tend to maintain
muscle mass even if they train and eat well enough to become incredibly lean. It’s difficult
to lose muscle mass while riding eight hours per week, but it becomes easier somewhere
above 12. To lose muscle mass while training less than 12 hours per week, restrict protein
consumption to between 0.3 and 0.4 grams per day for each pound you want to drop, and
avoid strength training on the muscle groups you want to reduce.
APPROACH NO. 3: HIGH VOLUME TRAINING (12 Plus Hours of Training)
While efficiency does increase with years of riding experience and decrease as body weight
increases, it’s fair to assume that for each 100 watts a rider generates, about 360 calories
are expended per hour. Extremely fit riders cruising at 300 watts exercise away roughly
1,080 calories per hour while local-talent racers cruising at 200 watts use about 720. Since
muscle protein contributes up to 15 percent of calories for exercise depending on glycogen
stores, expect to expend 10 percent of your calories from protein on typical rides. Cruising
at 200 watts, you expend 720 calories per hour of which 72 come from protein. Protein
releases four calories per gram, so we’re talking 16 grams of protein per hour. You’d need
to ride around 28 hours to work off a pound (454 grams) of muscle protein, but muscle is
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only about 20 percent protein by weight, so while it would take 28 hours
to burn off a pound of protein at 200 watts, you only need to burn one
fifth of a pound of protein to lose a pound of muscle. That takes a bit less
than six hours at 200 watts or four hours at 300 watts. There is an upper
limit to the rate at which the body can replace consumed muscle protein.
No matter how much protein you eat, your muscles can only lay up new
protein so fast. The exact rate varies tremendously from rider to rider, so
while some athletes may be able to eat unlimited protein and lose muscle
mass by riding 15-plus hours per week, others will need to restrict protein
intake no matter how much they train.
DON’T CUT TOO MUCH PROTEIN
Eating less than the sedentary recommended daily amount of protein
slows recovery and potentially leads to muscle and tendon injuries.
Thus, endurance athletes looking to lose muscle weight should decrease
intake 20 to 30 grams of protein per day– 0.2 grams times 150 pounds
lean weight would be 30 grams–which translates to about 125 grams of
muscle mass daily, or roughly one pound of muscle every three days or a
bit more than two pounds per week. An athlete who puts on five or ten
pounds of muscle for an alternative sport over the winter really can get
back to a good racing weight in a month. Athletes transitioning from
sports that gave them very muscular physiques can divide the pounds of
muscle they need to lose by two and start cutting protein consumption
that many weeks before the important races. Add two or three weeks
for improved recovery and training once you start eating a maintenance
level of protein again.

need to be careful about what they eat. Many racers dodge the challenge
entirely by focusing on flatter road races, time trials and criteriums, but
those who want to excel on hilly courses need to achieve optimal levels
of muscle mass as well as body fat percentage. It can be done.
Scott Saifer, M.S., and the coaches of Wenzel Coaching manage all aspects of our athletes
preparation for racing and other cycling endeavors. Our programs cover fitness, skills,
psychology and weight management for optimum performance. To learn more about Scott
and the services he offers, please visit: http://www.wenzelcoaching.com/coaches/scott-saifer/ or
call our main office at (503) 233-4346.
Wout Van Aert
rippling across
the line during
CrossVegas.

WEIGHT LOSS IS CHALLENGING BUT POSSIBLE
Many riders need to lose muscle mass to arrive at a competitive racing
weight, yet many fail to do this. Cleaning up the diet to cut fat proves
challenging for many. Cutting the excessive muscle mass accumulated
from other sports, weight lifting or just genetics can be even harder.
Most athletes training less than 12 hours per week must closely monitor
their protein intake to achieve muscle loss without compromising
recovery and performance. Some who train 15-plus hours per week still
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Danny Summerhill, World Cup cyclocross
crusher for Maxxis- Shimano and Terminator
of road races for UnitedHealthcare. Make the
crossover. Be like Danny.
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By Hunter Allen // Photos by Jonathan Devich

After a full season of cyclocross, you’ll have great fitness coming into
the New Year. You’ve trained hard with plenty of focused intervals and
even some big rides to maintain overall endurance and stamina. You’ll
have better form in January than many people will have come April.
Might as well put all that good fitness to use, right? There is a right way,
and a wrong way to go about this.
REST AND RECHARGE
A solid break after the official end of 'cross season lays a strong
foundation for a successful spring campaign on the road. Take at least
two weeks off the bike so the body can recover, re-charge and heal from
all that hard thrashing you gave it. The break allows you to recharge
mentally and physically so you can return to structured training
revitalized and focused. Riders that don’t take some time off may have a
decent spring season, but it probably won’t be anything special. Think
of your body as a re-chargeable battery. It started the 'cross season
with a 100 percent charge. Early on, each race or hard training session
drained the battery a few percentage points, but you gave yourself the
right amount of rest to recharge to 100 percent. As the season dragged
on, you became increasingly tired and cumulative fatigue built up so
that your battery would drain to 93 percent capacity and only recharge
to 96 percent. By the end of the season, you were down to 85 percent
after a race and could only recover to 90 percent of your full recovery.
Thus, 90 percent was the new 100 percent, and you were physically and
mentally spent. The two-week break brings you back to full capacity,
ready to resume training with a focused plan.
HARNESS THAT 'CROSS FITNESS
Next, focus on capitalizing on that fitness boost from 'cross season. The twoweek break might have dulled the tip of your form, but will do more benefit
than harm to your overall fitness. You’re now ready to harness the benefits
of all that cyclocross racing. Once you’re back on the bike, it’s key to not
overdo the intensity. Focus on training levels that maintain and slightly build
SWEETSPOT WITH BURSTS
Warm Up: 15-minute warm up. Then do 10 x 1-minute fast pedaling
drills maintaining 100+ rpm during the on portion and 80 rpm
during the off period. Finish with a 3-minute effort at 100 percent of
FTP to “blow out” the legs.
Main Set: Ride easy for 5 minutes and nail your wattage at 88 to 93
percent of FTP for 30 to 45 minutes. Do a burst every two-minutes
to 120 percent of FTP. Hold there for 30 seconds then return to 88
to 93 percent of FTP. It’s critical to keep power above 88 percent. If
you struggle at this wattage in the first two weeks after coming back,
reduce your effort to between 83 and 88 percent of FTP. You can
break this effort up into two or three efforts if you like. For example:
3 x 15 minutes, or 2 x 20 minutes, or even 4 x 10 minutes. Building
up in duration is always a good idea, especially when you are coming
off a break.
Cool Down: 10 minutes of easy spinning.
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functional threshold power (FTP). Riding in the sweet spot (88 to 95 percent
of FTP) ensures you are getting the work in without overdoing it. Begin
with one to two-hour rides and get 30 to 45 minutes of solid sweet spot
work during that time. Also try a variation that will mix things up a bit. The
workout combines riding just below FTP with bursts.
A solid three to four-week block of riding in the tempo/low threshold
zone will develop a nice aerobic foundation for the more intense work
to come. If you plan to race less than six weeks from your break, then
only spend two weeks in this zone. During days with good weather, you
should drop everything and take advantage of it with a long ride. The
goal of this ride is to spend the majority of the time in the endurance/
tempo zones and create both cardiovascular and muscular fatigue.
TURN UP THE DIAL
After the initial sweet spot block, it’s time to ratchet up the intensity.
Two weeks of intensity will increase VO2 Max, anaerobic capacity and
even a bit of neuromuscular power. Following the sweet spot block
with two weeks of intensity, which will restore some of that top end
VO2 MAXIMIZERS WITH ANAEROBIC CAPACITY
Warm Up: Begin with a 15-minute warm-up with watts under
75 percent of FTP. Then, do 5 x 1-minute fast pedaling drills
maintaining 100+ rpm during the on portion and 80 rpm during
the off periods. Finish the warm up with a 5-minute interval at
90 percent of FTP watts, then five minutes of easy spinning.
Main Set: Now, find a hill that is at least 3 minutes long. If
you don’t live in a hilly area, see if you can do these riding into
the wind to create additional resistance. Do 6 x 3 minutes,
trying to average the 113 to 115 percent of FTP. Rest for three
minutes between each at 75 percent of FTP. Relax and cruise
easy for 10 minutes at 65 to 75 percent of FTP, then finish the
workout with some longer anaerobic capacity intervals. Do 4 x
2 minutes with 4 minutes rest between each. These are hard 2
minute efforts, so try to average between 120 and 130 percent
of FTP. If you need a little longer recovery, then add a couple
more minutes recovery between each.
Cool Down: Ride for 10 minutes at under 70 percent of FTP.

HUNTER’S FAVORITE ANAEROBIC
CAPACITY WORKOUT
Warm Up: 20 minutes at 75 to 85 percent FTP.
Main Set: Do 6 x 2 minutes striving for 135 percent of FTP
with two minutes of rest between each at less than 75 percent
of FTP. Then 5 minutes easy at less than 75 percent of FTP.
Next set is 6 x 1 minute, striving for 150 percent of FTP with
2-minute rests between each at less than 75 percent of FTP.
Then do 5 minutes at less than 75 percent of FTP.
Finish off with 6 x 30 seconds all out with 1-minute rest at
less than 75 percent FTP. Don’t worry too much about watts.
Just go for it and do your best for those 30-second efforts.
With out of the saddle sprinting for at least 10 seconds at the
beginning of each interval. Shoot for at least 200 percent of
your threshold watts on each sprint as an average and try for
350 percent FTP in final sprints.
Cool Down: 15 minutes of easy spinning.
Lars Van Der Haar on the chase at Worlds in
Belgium. A valient pass on the last lap still wasn't
enough to take the win. He nished second.

you had during 'cross season without too much work. The ideal week
consists of three workouts a week, with a day of recovery between
each. Consider workouts on Tuesday/Thursday/Saturday or Monday/
Wednesday/Saturday to get the required intensity. The following two
workouts are excellent for this time period.
THE FINISHING TOUCHES
After completing two weeks of intensity, the next block will make you
fly for those spring races. It’s not going to be easy, but the work that you
do now will be the icing on the cake. However, if you are feeling too
drained or tired, please take a rest week. Most will be fine and not need a
rest, but it’s crucial to be honest with yourself. These next two weeks will
focus on threshold work with the emphasis on the “work.” Now is the
time to ride at FTP and a touch above it. Get in three workouts per week
with 45 to 75 minutes of FTP work each day. It’s going to be intense so
bring the beet juice and drink those triple espressos before the workout!
There are so many different variations for FTP intervals, and workouts
are successful as long as you adhere to two main tenants. First, they need
to be at least 10 minutes in length to create enough training stress for
FTP improvement. Second, they should be right at or a hair above FTP,
so 100 to 105 percent FTP is perfect. One final note: You will be getting
more and more tired in the second week, but it’s important that you push
through this and do all the workouts along with the hard FTP intervals.
Here are two great workouts to finish off that crossover form:

CLASSIC 2 X 20S
Warm Up: 15-minute warm up with watts under 75 percent of FTP.
Main Set: Do one blow out effort with watts at 100 percent of
FTP. Then five minutes easy at less than 75 percent of FTP, and
now start the 2 x 20 minutes at threshold watts (100 to 105
percent), with 5 minutes of rest in between at less than 75 percent
of FTP. Cruise for 15 minutes after the second effort with watts at
upper end of endurance pace at 70 to 75 percent of FTP.
Cool-down: 15 minutes at 75 percent of FTP

FTP WITH ADDITIONAL VO2 MAX WORK
Warm Up : 20 minutes at 56 to 75 percent of FTP.
Main Set: 5 x 1-minute fast pedals over 120 rpm to get legs
opened up. 1-minute rest between each. 10 minutes easy. Now,
do 4 x12 minutes at or just above FTP, so 100 to 108 percent of
FTP. Nail these and push in the last minute. Start out easy and
ramp up. Rest for 5 minutes between each. After completing the
fourth one, cruise for 20 to 30 minutes at endurance pace (56
to 75 percent). Finish the workout with 3 x 5-minute VO2
max efforts with your watts at 113 to 120 percent. Rest for 5
minutes easy between each!
Cool Down: 15 minutes at less than 65 percent of FTP.
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Once you complete these two weeks of FTP work, you’ll definitely want
a rest week. Hopefully, this will coincide with the week before your first
spring race, and you’ll be fresh, strong and ready to rip some legs off.
Taking your hard-won fitness from 'cross into the road season isn’t that
hard, but it does need a solid plan in order to make sure you develope your
fitness correctly and give yourself enough time to adapt and get strong from

it. Rest is a critical part of making the transition from 'cross season. If you feel
you need more than two weeks, take more time. It’s essential that your battery
is recharged for this next block of training. It's also crucial to do the work in
the article in the order it is written, as this will give you the needed stimulus
to make your spring racing season great. Focus, hard work and smart training
will always pay off with great success!
Lars Van Der Haar on the chase at Worlds in
Belgium. A valient pass on the last lap still wasn't
enough to take the win. He nished second.

GIANT
TCX ADVANCED PRO 1
Words by Andrew Juiliano // Photos by Andrew Villablanca
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Perhaps you’ve already seen this revamped
'cross bike from Giant. It’s certainly hard
to miss, and not just because of the neon
yellow paint job. This bike landed on several
elite podiums in 2016 with Jeremy Durrin,
Adam Craig and Carl Decker piloting the
fluorescent frame to a combined four UCI
domestic wins. On the same design with
a slightly more subdued color scheme,
Lars Van Der Haar nearly won the 2016
Cyclocross World Championships in
Heusden-Zolder, Belgium, with a late-race
kamikaze pass on a greasy descent. Though
Wout Van Aert nullified the move, the
Dutchman still finished second. Yes, this bike
likes speed, whether on the fast grass courses
of the Midatlantic region, or the dank slime
of a Northern European Formula One track.
While the aforementioned parcours vary, they
all share one commonality—they are raced
wide open and fast. Nittany is practically a
grass crit with pack racing and high-speed
cornering. HPCX is a mix of hard hill climbs
and swoopy descents, while Zolder is a drag
race punctuated with short power climbs
and steep technical drops. Success on these
tracks comes from the ability to carry speed
throughout the race, and the TCX is a master
of this full-throttle style of racing.
The design of the TCX Advanced remains
nearly identical to the previous version as
the bike shares the same geometry as its
predecessor. However, the newest iteration
features some polished details as Giant
cleans up the oddities of the previous model.
Twelve-millimeter front and rear thread-in
thru axles replace the original cumbersome
design and mixture of axles sizes.
Additionally, the frame ditches the posts
for flat mount disc brake calipers. Though
I’ve yet to fully appreciate the nuanced
differences between post and flat mount
brakes, the latter theoretically sheds a few
grams and also cleans up the aesthetic since
the brake caliper sits flush with the fork and
chainstay. Other changes are easy to miss for
those who don’t get inside the bike. The Di2
battery mounts inside the D-shaped seat post
with a wedge bolt. It makes installation and
battery swaps a cinch since it doesn’t require
a spanner, extra tools or the excess profanity
that I’ve come to expect with C clips.

Beyond those details, this bike remains a
machine built for high speeds. It handles best in
swopping corners and holds lines with authority
at pace speeds, whether railing through a rut or
skipping across a dry off camber. The angles and
measurements, especially the head angle and
wheel base, mirror other ‘cross race bikes, like
the Focus Mares or the Felt F1x—however, the
chainstays are a touch longer than those rides.
Those five to seven extra millimeters differentiate
the handling qualities of this bike. The TCX
doesn’t like super tight corners or slow speed
negotiations—no it really wants to carry pace
through turns. It prefers to go tape-to-tape to
maximize the turning radius, especially in the
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tight stuff. The front end tracks well, sans twitch,
thanks to the moderately slack 72-degree head
angle and the stiffness of the 1.25 to 1.5-inch
tapered steerer. It takes some serious pilot error
to push the front end out, and at speed the back
end drifts and corrects before the front end
totally washes out. The caveat is “at speed” since
the longer chainstays create slightly sluggish
steering with a lethargic back end in tight, slow
twists. In those situations, I recommend the
Euro pole grab technique.
Most racers will appreciate the gearing on this
bike—the 11-32 cassette and 40-tooth front
chainring give the bike an adequate gear range for

all but the most demanding sprinters. Be aware
that the 1x setup causes larger jumps between
gears. For those who want to maintain the tighter
gear ratios, the TCX will accept direct mount
front derailleurs. The bike comes tubeless ready
in every sense of the word, with the combination
of tubeless rims and Schwalbe X-One (full review
on page 108) tubeless tires stock on the bike. The
Giant alloy wheels are a mixed blessing though.
On the one hand, they are sturdy and tubeless
ready, but they are a touch heavy at 1,755 grams.
In fact, the wheels bump up the weight to 18.2
pounds, which is the bike’s only quality out of
step with similar race rigs. While the TCX is
certainly race worthy straight out of the box, a

lighter set of carbon tubulars and some carbon
cockpit parts would drop the overall weight into
the high-caliber realm of around 17 pounds. Of
course, a rough riding hack like myself appreciates
the lower cost and improved durability of alloy
wheels despite the slight weight penalty.
The TCX Advanced 1, with its electronic
shifting and tubeless ready setup, should cost
significantly more than the 4,400-dollar retail
price. Heck, this price point competes with and
occasionally outperforms many other carbon
disc ‘cross bikes with mid-level mechanical
drivetrains. Despite this excellent value, those
on a tighter budget may also consider the TCX

Advanced Pro 2 (2,575 dollars), which is the
mechanical shifting SRAM Rival version of the
TCX Advanced Pro 1. Beyond the price tag,
the handling and ride quality of this bike are
on par with other top-shelf cyclocross options
like the Trek Boone and Felt F1x, two bikes
that also trade a touch of precision for stability
and confidence at full-gas speeds. It’s the
combination of value and ride quality that makes
this bike shine even brighter than its fluorescent
yellow paint job, whether you’re bound for
the local Tuesday night ‘cross practice or The
Cyclocross World Championships.
Giant-bicycles.com / $4,400

TREK CROCKETT 7
Words by Teddy Chase III // Photos by Richard LaFonda

Named after one the earliest heroes of US
history, the Trek Crockett has a lot to live
up to. Davy Crockett was a frontiersman,
politician and soldier who attacked life with
such gusto that his existance inspired tales of
enormous proportions. The Crockett is the
aluminum counterpart to the carbon Boone,
the latter of which won ROAD’s Cyclocross
Bike of the Year distinction in 2016. share
the same geometries and both come in disc
or cantilever brake options. The aluminum
disc Crockett has a good shot at living up to
the illustrious nature of its namesake, thanks
in part to the fact 13-time national cyclocross
champion, Katie Compton, helped develop
the bike.
The Crockett is constructed from alloy
instead of aerospace woven carbon strings,
and it doesn’t have the vibration eating
Isospeed Decoupler of its composite sibling,
but don’t expect any less performance than
the top-tier Boone. While the Boone does
have a weight advantage, coming in 1.5
pounds lighter with a comperable build
kit, the Crockett still weighs 19.2 pounds
complete—nothing to scoff at, especially at
this price. Earlier this year I reviewed the
Emonda ALR, the aluminum version of
Trek’s lightweight climbing bike, and that
was the first share the same geometries and
both come in disc or cantilever brake options
The Crockett is no different. The industry
has made serious strides in the last couple
years with metal. Companies, like Trek, have
taken bikes that used to be overly harsh and
plagued with low-end build kits, turned them
upside down, and created race machines with
top-end builds and capabilities that match
much higher price-points.
The Crockett is available in two build kits
or as a frameset in both disc and cantilever
options. The test bike has the “7” build with a
SRAM Force CX1 Hydro group and various
Bontrager components throughout. SRAM’s
new hydraulic brakes are the best yet from
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the American company. Though they still
trail Shimano in terms of modulation, they
provide excellent power while maintaining
good lever feel. The mid-range Bontrager
wheelset is decently light and comes tubeless
ready—however, the stock Bontrager CX3 tires
are not tubeless, one of our biggest pet peeves.
We threw on a set of the Kenda Kommando
X Pro’s, squirted in some sealant and did our
best to tear the knobs off ‘em. By reducing
the possibility of pinch flats, and with ever
improving tire tech, the tubeless game is
starting to give tubulars a run for their money
on the ‘cross course at least when it comes to
the combination of value, performance and
ease of setup. You’ll still see all the Euro pros
rolling up on their FMB and Dugast tubies, but
for the layracer who pins on a number every
other Sunday, tubeless provides many of the
same benefits, like the ability to run lower tire
pressures, with an easier to swallow price point
and much less hassle.
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The bike has a 15-millimeter thru axle up
front while the rear uses a 135-millimeter
quick release. The debate over thru-axles
versus quick releases causes quite an uproar
in the ‘cross community. On one hand, thru
axles offer more stiffness and better handling.
Quick releases though, offer faster wheel
swaps when you flat in a race. The mix of
axles on the Crockett is a bit confusing as
nearly every other contemporary 'cross bike
has one or the other—however, the added
stiffness in the fork is appreciated and the
only thing the combo requires is extra end
caps for aftermarket wheels.
Out in the dirt, the Crockett passes with flying
colors. Earlier, I mentioned how Trek’s Émonda
ALR was the first aluminum bike that I really
loved, and the Crockett is the first ‘cross bike
that I’ve really enjoyed. I’ve had cyclocross bikes
that ride well, and I’ve had cyclocross bikes
that I like, but never one that’s impressed me
this much. It’s fast like a road bike. It’s stabile

like a mountain bike. It’s what some might
even call “the full package,” if you’re receptive
to clichés. I’ve never been an exceptionally fast
descender off of the pavement, and I rarely
push the limits of tires through dirt corners.
The Crockett instilled a false sense of security
by inspiring confidence, and that’s what I want
in a bike. I want to feel so in control, that even
when I’m not, I can rail corners without dying.
The bike has enough clearance for larger tires,
and I’ve been running 35-millimeter Kenda
Kommandos with ample room in the fork
and the stays. If it ever gets muddy here in
California, there will be plenty of room for the
clingy peanut butter as well.
The steep 74-degree, seat tube and shallower,
72-degree head tube balance the bike around
the rider. The steeper rear angles lets you
manipulate weight over the bottom bracket
with smaller movements, yet the more
relaxed head tube angle smooths out the
steering response and eliminates that twitchy

feeling of many race-specific ‘cross bikes. The
68-millimeter bottom bracket drop is more
akin to a road bike than a classic cyclocross
bike. Ridley’s ‘cross bikes for instance average
a bottom bracket that is nearly 10 millimeters
higher. I personally prefer the former. With
the lower bottom bracket, the saddle is a little
easier to hop onto and your center of gravity is
lower on the bike. The later quality lets the bike
absolutely rip through corners. Just be sure to
pay a bit of extra mind to off cambers and really
think about when you want to start pedaling
out of a corner, since the lower bottom bracket
means a higher propensity for clipped pedals.
Drop down into some single track or rocky
territory and it’s easy to find a comfortable
position for floating through corners or over
obstacles. It handles tight hairpins with ease,
and on the bumpy rutted courses of Southern
California the bike is comfortable to toss from
one side of the tape to the other in order to
find that better line. Even though it’s not the

most feathery build, I feel like the bike is easily
controllable and “light” underneath me. This
led me to hop all around: on top of boulders,
over dips, off jumps, and while I usually am one
to run the barriers I found myself attempting
the hop from time to time.
While climbing prowess isn’t an attribute I’m
usually looking for in a ‘cross bike, it’s not
something I’m going to complain about. This
bike is capable beyond the tape, on longer
gravel routes. One ride in particular conquered
two separate 10-mile climbs, and with the help
of a little bit bigger than stock cassette, I was
able to sit back and enjoy (kind of ) the long
progressive climbs. While more aggressive ‘cross
bikes can feel a little squirley when your weight
is so far back, the Crockett adapts well to the
change in position.
While I like to imagine Davy riding the Trek
Crockett out of the gates of the Alamo with
his pistol waving in a wild blaze of glory, the

textbooks rebuke my fantasy—however, I
found the Crockett to be a steed deserving of
the wondrously over-exaggerated tales that
the pioneer hero is known for. Whether your
adventure takes you on a 112-mile epic ride
that measures 94 on a map or to the podium
after a race filled with punchy climbs and sixinch deep mud this aluminum cross rig has you
covered. If you’ve got the excess money and a
taste for flash, buy the Boone. It has that nice
IsoSpeed decoupler that makes riding easier on
your butt. However, if you’re like most people
racing on a budget, the Crockett is an amazing
bike that comes in multiple brake styles for
well under 3,000 bucks. Plus, if you build up a
frameset you can get it in purple. And nothing
says rugged American frontiersman like a
spandex-clad, human snatching beer handups
while riding a purple steed.
Trekbikes.com / $2,600
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Handmade
Words by Andrew Juiliano
Photos by Andrew Villablanca

This is a tale of two tubular tire brands—two brands widely regarded
as the finest creators of boutique cyclocross tubulars on the globe,
FMB and Dugast. FMBs are born in a backyard workshop in Plurien,
a small commune on the northwest coast of France. The Dugasts
spring to life on the western border of The Netherlands in the
village of Deurningen. The tubulars that originate from these small
communities are some of the most sought after treads on the ‘cross
course, with top Europeans and North Americans riding these handmade tires at the highest level. These tubulars have also found their
way into the hearts and onto the bikes of North American domestic
pros and amateurs alike. When two boxes of these Northern
European rubbers landed on my California doorstep, it was my turn
to experience the purported magic of these boutique tubular tires.

Tubular
Cross Tires
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Nothing is better than being comfortable and looking great on a ride.

Neon inks look amazing and keep you safer
and seen. Make your design pop with color.

Cyclewear is traditional.
We have been making
high quality bike jerseys
and bicycle shorts for
over twenty years!

Abrasion tested for durability.
We test all our fabrics. This machine
helps us ensure your custom cyclewear
will look great ride after ride.

Stay comfortable in the saddle. We offer
a variety of chamois pads, including a carbon
weave racing chamois that is race ready.

Custom cyclewear is an art. We understand your need for
high quality, American made custom cycling apparel. Our
multi-level customization creates unique cycling kits that have
never been easier or more affordable.

Call: 800.621.4836
Email: custom@aerotechdesigns.com
Website: aerotechdesigns.com/custom.html

THE MUD TIRES
TH

DUGAST
RHINO TUBULAR
€74
•
•
•
•
•
•

Above Average/Good Rolling Speed
Good Muddy Cornering Grip
Average Off-Camber Grip
Sidewalls Require Sealing
Minimal Squirm After Sealing
Excellent Mud Shedding

We could get into the specifics of casing
construction, tread compound, set up
process etc. with these two regal mud
tires. We could celebrate the convenience
of the presealed, green sidewalls of the
Super Mud while lamenting the extra
setup time required to Aquaseal the
Rhinos. We could pick apart the extra
grippy, but less durable Silica green
compound of the FMB “Z” knobs. We
could highlight the way the half arrow
tread pattern of the Rhino strikes a good
balance of grip and rolling speed. But all
these talking points aren’t nearly as fun
as describing the ride quality when the
rubber hits the mud.
It was Upstate New York in late
November, and several inches of snow
had turned the grassy hills of SuperCross
Cup into a proper mud fest. It was a
two-bike kind of day, with pitting every
half lap. One bike had FMB Super
Muds at 18 to19 PSI, while the other
sported Dugast Rhinos, also at a silly low
pressures. It was a head-to-head, battle
royal to determine the king of the mud
tires. The power hills from the day before
turned to run ups, flat drags turned to
bogs and turfy off-cambers were nearly
unrideable slip and slides. A treacherous
side hill in particular, set one tire apart.
With the Dugasts, the rear wheel would
slip out, and I had to dismount.
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FMB SUPER MUD
PRO CASING SILICA GREEN
$155
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exceptional Muddy Cornering Grip
Exceptional Off-Camber Grip
Slow Rolling Speed
Presealed Sidewalls
Exceptional Support at Low Pressures
Excellent Mud Shedding
Silica Green Tread has Extra Grip but Less Durability
Durable Sidewalls

With the FMBs, I could ride the entire
section, thus on the half lap with that
off-camber, I used the Super Muds.
The tires stuck to the slop, and I
pedaled the whole section while other
competitors slipped out and ran the
75-yard stretch. That performance on
that slippery side slope cemented the
FMBs as the premiere tire for heinous,
slick conditions. Moreover, the Super
Muds also had exceptional traction in the
corners. Where the Rhinos drift a bit, the
FMBs track with more confidence.
That’s not to say the Rhino was a
poor mud tire—its combination of
rolling speed and grip was superior to
the FMB, which required some extra
oomph to power along pavement.
After a season on both the Super Muds
and the Rhinos, the Dugast proved
itself an excellent tire, excelling in all
conditions except for dry, grass crits
or deep mud bogs. It was a preferred
choice for mildly wet courses or even
dry, hilly courses, where cornering grip
on descents was just as important as low
rolling resistance on the climbs. The
Rhino was a versatile tire that could
hold its own in the mud. However, the
FMB Super Mud with Pro Casing and
Silica Green rubber compound was the
ultimate tire, specifically built for the
sloppiest conditions.

THE ALL-AROUND TIRES
TH

FMB SLALOM
PRO CASING
$155
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exceptional Rolling Speed
Good Dry/Damp Climbing Grip
Average Cornering Grip
Presealed Sidewalls
Minimal Squirm at Low Pressures
Durability of Sidewalls

In the deep muck, tire choice is all about the
grip. However, in dry or damp conditions,
picking the right tread becomes more
cerebral. Do you sacrifice rolling speed for
more security in the corners, or are you
willing to drift the chicanes in order to save
those precious watts on the long drags? The
Dugast Typhoon and the FMB Slalom are
the flagship all-around tread patterns from
these Northern European companies.
The Slalom is a tire that prioritizes speed
above all else. This tire is best in dry or
slightly damp conditions, since the tightly
spaced arrows and chevron patterns start
to get a little squirrely when the going gets
greasy. Even in dry conditions, like grass
and loose dirt, these tires demand attention
to pressure. At pressures in the high 20s
the treads break free, even on dry grass.
In order to get these tires to really bite, I’d
drop the pressure down around 20 to 21,
obscenely low pressures for dry conditions.
However, the presealed green sidewalls
add substantial support to these tires
without sacrificing too much suppleness.
As a 163-pound rider, I find uncoated
FMB sidewalls quite soft. While the
coating keeps the casing from squirming
around, the tires still rim out easily at
those pressures—a quality that led to the
explosion of one very expensive carbon
hoop when my rim met the roots and rocks
of the Cycle-Smart International course.
Riders who prioritize speed above all else,
and who don’t mind a bit of drift or low
pressures, will appreciate this tread.
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DUGAST
TYPHOON
€71

•
•
•
•
•

Good Rolling Speed
Exceptional Dry Cornering Grip
Good Damp Cornering Grip
Sidewalls Require Sealing
Minimal Squirm After Sealing

The Dugast Typhoon has a more aggressive
tread pattern with taller chevron knobs.
These add a bit of rolling resistance while
increasing cornering grip. The tradeoff is
one that I gladly embrace as this tire sticks
like Velcro to grass even at a variety of air
pressures. I can run 25 or 26 PSI in the front
without changing the cornering performance
in dry conditions. In damp conditions,
these tires also perform well, though they
will slip out easier than more aggressive tires
in really greasy corners or when the mud
starts to accumulate. The chevron pattern
climbs better than lower profile patterns or
file treads on steep kickers or wet inclines.
The cotton sidewalls remain supple even
with a coat of Aquaseal, which is required
to weatherproof the tires. The need to smear
the sidewalls is the major drawback—
however, those who add an extra step to the
glue process will be rewarded with a tire that
became ROAD’s go-to all-around tubular
tread throughout ‘cross season.
HOW DO I GET A SET OF THESE?
Currently, Dugast has no official distributor
in the United States. Tires are available direct
from the Dutch company, and pricing is based
on the euro-to-dollar exchange rate. FMB also
has no North American distributor, though
the tires are available through the following
shops: Baily Bikes, in Southern California,
Belgianwerkx in Wisconsin, and World Class
Cycles in Maine. Both Belgianwerkx and
World Class Cycles have mail order websites.
A-dugast.com / Worldclasscycles.com
Belgianwerkx.com / Baily-Bikes.com

EVALUATIONS
EV

KENDA CHOLLA PRO
By Andrew Juiliano / Photos by Andrew Villablanca

Disregarding the irony of a mud-specific tire sharing a
name with prickly desert flora, the tubeless-ready Kenda
Cholla is a true champ in sloppy conditions. The tires
use the same dual-tread compound found in Kenda’s
downhill mountain bike tires. The combination of the tall
rectangular/triangular lug patterns and the grippy knob
compounds yields a tire that feels completely different
than other cyclocross treads. While most CX tires rely on
supple sidewalls and fiddling with air pressure to achieve
ideal grip, the lugs on these tires provide exceptional bite,
especially for a tubeless tire. The SCT (Sidewall Casing
Technology) uses a second ply of fabric that protects the
tire while improving its air and sealant retention. These
tires hold air extremely well, and even after a month
hanging from the wheel rack, the Chollas only lost a
few PSI. Additionally, this layer supports, or stiffens

up, the sidewall, depending on your point of view. The
extra support allows the tires to be run at low pressures
while mitigating the fear of burping. Even as low as 20
PSI, these don’t burp, and the casing remains supportive
enough to not bash the shit out of those expensive carbon
hooked rims. All this grip and robust construction come
at the expense of weight, as each tire weighs 428 grams.
There is also a penalty to be paid in rolling speed, which
is exceptionally slow on dry pavement. These are purebred
racing and training tires for the slop—they just don’t roll
fast enough for all-condition applications. However, since
tubeless tires are so simple to swap (relative to glue on
tubulars) it’s easy to keep a pair of these hanging in the
garage in the event of mud, where they excel. At 60 bucks
per tread, they are an above average value for such this
tenaciously grippy, condition-specific tire.

Kendatire.com / $60

A MISNAMED MASTER OF THE MIRE
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Feel good about
your fuel.
Ally’s Bar is a unique blend of
delicious gluten free, kosher, and
non-GMO ingredients, combined
with the magic of sweet potato.
Use code ROADMAG for 35% off
all orders on ALLYSBAR.com!

@ALLYSBAR

@ALLYS_BAR

www.facebook.com/allysbar

EVALUATIONS
EV

SCHWALBE X-ONE ALLROUND
By Andrew Juiliano / Photos by Andrew Villablanca
The Schwalbe X-One is a different kind of tubeless tire.
For starters, the German company eschews the traditional
chevrons, tridents or square lugs commonly found in
‘cross treads and instead employs a swath of dots of
varying heights and densities. The center knobs are low
profile and fast rolling while the side knobs are taller and
squishier. The side knobs in fact are so squishy that several
reviews from other riders and publications have criticized
the knobs as being too soft and flimsy. However, it’s the
soft and pliable qualities of the side knobs that make this
tire so special. The Schwalbe X-One is the best tubeless
imitator of a tubular tire on the market. The knobs
conform to corners in the same way a supple tubular tire
run at low pressure will stick to the variations of a turn.
On grass, dirt and even gravel covered terrain in both dry
and damp conditions, the tires hook up exceptionally.

The threshold for wet conditions comes with slick power
climbs. The center knobs are highly efficient when rolling,
but try to get traction on a steep, muddy incline and the
wheels spin out.
Like a tubular at low pressure, these tires can squirm on
the pavement. This occurs during training rides where I hit
corners at 25 mph on mountain descents. Would a quality
tubular run at 23 PSI do the same? You betcha. Will you
ever find a corner like that on a ‘cross course? Highly
unlikely! The sacrifice of pavement cornering performance
is well worth the overall excellence for a wide variety of
surfaces and conditions. If you want a tubeless tire that
rides like more expensive and difficult to install tubular
set ups, the 370-gram Schwalbe X-One is one of the best
tubeless options on the market.
Schwalbetires.com / $89

THE TUBELESS, TUBULAR IMITATOR
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ATTENTION TO

DETAIL

TECNO CLASSIC ITALIAN STEEL
The details result in a smooth, fast and efﬁcient
ride. The Tommasini Tecno is perfectly built by
artisans in Grosseto, Italy. Equipped with your
favorite Campagnolo group the Tecno is an
amazing Dream Bike.
Irio Tommasini
builds some of the
ﬁnest endurance
bikes in the world.

To ﬁnd a dealer near you and to see
Tommasini’s complete line of Italian bikes
visit us online. www.tommasinibicycle.com

717. 560. 2832 / email: greg@redroseimports.com
Shop online for Tommasini
accessories including clothing,
saddles, water bottles and more.

connect with us

B T 'N PIECES Words & Photos by Andrew Villablanca
BI
BITS

BELL
ZEPHYR HELMET

Made using progressive layering, the Zephyr helmet
has two EPS foam densities with an integrated MIPS
liner between the foam. The Float Fit Race retention
system cradles the head and is dial adjustable. The 18
vents keep things cool and the MIPS sandwich keep
the 280 gram helmet comfortable and cool while
adding an additional element of safety.
bellhelmets.com / $230

KOO
OPEN SUNGLASSES

Koo is the eyewear branch of Kask helmets, and
like their Italian mother company, these glasses
are sleek and sophisticated, even if slightly
unconventional. The centerpiece of these shades is
the one-piece lens by Zeiss, a company well known
in the camera world for producing high quality
lenses, with exceptional optical clarity. Each pair
of glasses comes with a clear lens in addition to the
tinted and mirrored options. That’s not the only
distinguishing feature, the earpieces rotate instead
of folding toward the center of the shades allowing
you to adjust the angle of the lens on your face.
kask.com / $239

SCIENCE IN SPORT
GO ENERGY

Deigned to be a easily digestible during a workout,
these isotonic gels go down more like a viscous
water mixture than an goopy squirt. The Citrus
flavor packs 75 milligrams of caffeine and 22
grams of carbohydrates into one pouch, though
you’ll trade the boost for an acidic aftertaste. The
regular flavors, like Orange, Apple and Tropical,
are more innocuous and easier to slurp down.
The Go Energy is also suitable for anyone that is
vegetarian, vegan or celiac and anyone allergic to
lactose, gluten, wheat or nuts.
scienceinsport.com / $30 (30-Pack)

WOLF TOOTH
SHIMANO CHAIN RING

Utilizing Wolf Tooth’s proprietary Drop Stop
narrow-wide tooth design, this chainring is
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designed around Shimano’s asymmetric bolt
pattern. It is constructed out of 7075-aluminum
for long-term durability, and it is available in 30,
32, 34, 36 and 38 tooth versions. The 32-tooth
ring weighs 55 grams. Wolf Tooth also makes a
variety of other bolt patterns for various cranks.
wolftoothcomponents.com / $79

K-EDGE
CROSS DOUBLE XL
CHAIN CATCHER

Built in the USA with 6061 T6 CNC-machined
aluminum, the Cross Double XL Chain Catcher
is designed to keep your chain from mangling
your frame. It mounts securely to any 31.8 or
34.9-millimeter seat post while weighing only 26
grams. The XL version was designed for situations
where a frame’s tubing shape or design warrants some
extra length to still keep a chain from dropping.
k-edge.com / $70

BUCKLER SKINCARE
MEDIUM EMBROCATION
ARENBURG BLEND

Designed for temperatures below 21 degrees
Celsius (that’s 70 degrees for those of us that aren’t
the Queen’s subjects), this medium heat blend is
one of our favorites for keeping the legs warm. It
generally lasts four to five hours and has a pleasant
tingle instead of a full on scald. Aside from the
capsicum oleoresin that generates the warming
sensation, this cream also comes loaded with grape
oil, rapeseed oil, beeswax and shea butter to keep
your skin smooth and nourished.
bucklerembrocation.com / $18

LEZYNE
ROAD CADDY

Offered in a variety of sizes, this caddy sack from
Lezyne holds a tube, a tool and a tire lever with
room for a patch kit or a 20 as well. The woven
nylon bag is attached securely to the seat rails via
a Velcro strap and it doesn’t flop around even on
rough roads.
lezyne.com / $20
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